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Abstract

This thesis is an attempt to clarify the function of the

Aljce model 'in Audrey Thomas' fiction. In a series of fourncvels

she refers the reader repeatedìy to the worKs of Lew'is Carroll.

Audrey Thomas I heroines all exemp'lify Alke's reactions

to the madness and chaos that rejgn ìn Wonderland and the Looking

Glass world. For instance, Mrs. Blood (Mrs. Blood) dresses her

children like Alice and the [,Jhite Rabbit or remembers Aliceq s

dìlemr¿about the Chrjstmas presents she should send to her feet.

The Isobel of Blown Figures travels like Alice through the Look-

ing Glass (Africa becomes a gigantic chess game). Alice, as

well as Isobel C'leary (Songs My Mother Taught Me)and the more

adult Mrs. Blood and Rachel ( Latakia),a'll undertake a search in

order to better comprehend theìr relat'ion to the mad worlds

they jnhabit. in particular, they try to decipher the language

spoken by their fellow-charactersc in thjs sense, thejr search

is also for the ljteral meaning of words, through the lìnguistic

labyrinths that imp¡ison them. However, if the narrative of the

Alice books indicates a re-ordering of Aljcet s universe, Thomasr

narratives point in the opposjte d'irection, to a refusal "to go

home".

There will be three chapters in this thesis. Chapter One

will examine the correspondences that exjst between Thomas

and Carroll's fictions at the level of the story. Chapter two



wit'l focus on the two authorsecommon method of dealing with the

'language of thei r f i cti on. Chapter three wi I I emphas'ize the d'iv-

ergence between Thomas and Carroll at the level of myth and genre.

In this last chapter, I shal'l analyse both the Alice books and

Blown Figures from a (fajry-tale) genre perspective jn order to

situate exact'ly the function of Carroll jan elements in Thomasr

writing. Th'is study w'iìl enable the reader to develop some

wider hypotheses as to the nature of a feminine mode of writing

in contemporary literature.
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Introducti on

The origin of the word "search" goes back to the Old French

cerchier which means "to go around, to surround,,, to the Latin çf_rc_
are: " to go round" which itself comes from circus: "circle.'1 Thus,

the etymology of this word is rooted in a most basic archetypa.l image,

that of the circle, which evokes,,une rondeur pleine,,,to borrow

Bachelard's words, that of the womb.2 Th. French mythocritic Girbert
Durand notes after Bachelard the narrow relation between the circular
refuge and the womb. whereas the square ("le refuge carre,,) is that
of the fortress, the citader, Durand points out that,,ì,espace circu-
laire est pìutôt celui du jardin, du fruit, de 1'oeuf ou du ventre, et
dép1ace I'accent symboìique sur les voluptés secrètes de I'intimité.,, 3

Hence, my statement that search is female in essence. In addítion,
"circus means "cirque" and by metonymy, it designates the ,,spectator',

of the "circus." "Search" is also observation, female curios.ity.

"Quest" comes from the past participìe quaesitus,a of the Latin
verb quaerere: "to seeK." For the originaì form amd etymoìogy v,/e are

drawn further back ínto another Latin verb quaeso,ere with an even older
sanscrit orig,i*.cish-: "to hunt oút." 4 interesting'ly enough, a

reading of the OED under the term "quest" further reveals that,,quest,,
refers essentially to an external type of action. It indicates that
the quest is oriented towards the outside. Its semantic space is male.

In everyday cìass'ical Latin, quaeso means ',to look for', (,'chercher à

se procurer"). It points to a male need In Medieval Romance , the
word serves to define the type of expedition or adventure undertaken



by a knight to procure something or achieve some exp'loit.s 2

History ìoads the term with male powers.

Even though common usage confounds ,,search" and ,'quest",

mostly in the use of such synonymic phrases as',in search of,,or "jn
quest of", these two words appear to have different ranges in meaning.

The OED does emphasize the possible internalisation of the term

"search," but not of "quest." Among other definjtions, the OED states

that "to search" means "to look through, examine interna'lly (...A
receptac'le of any kind) in quest of some object concealed or lost.,'6
As I shall show, this definition describes accurate'ly the situatjon
of Thomas' characters in her fjction. Sim.ilarly, our reading of the

French Robert Djctionary serves to confirm the difference between

"chercher" and "quêter." The former can refer to a mental activ.ity,
within the circle of one's mind, while the latter strictìy invojves

some externa(-ised) action. 7

Because of its association with the circle, the search implies a

circular searching process. It is repet.itive, and cyclical, it .is an

imprisonment within and an eventual acceptance of its own reality,
i.e" its round femaleness.

These phiìological preliminaries which have some foundations in

the "Imaginary" serve to explain my tiile, situate my work. Thomas

is a female contemporary novelist writing about female characters

searching for a female modeJ who happens to be Lewis Carroll,s heroine,

Alice, and who at the end of her adventures in Wonderland and through

the Looking Glass becomes a White Queen. This thesis shall follow the

meanderings of rhomas' heroines and carroll's Alice until their
successful crowning as the Hhjte Queen and it will further unvejl

the dimensions of the white Queen as a Great Mother prot-



-otype $n the IÍght of a mythocritica'l approach.

In his two tales Alice's Adventures in l.londer]and and

Through the Looking Glass,S Lewìs carrolì is preoccupied wjth the

notions of madness and chaos. The for¡,ei. can be defined as a

form of "unruliness," a non-conformÍty to the accepted or estab-

lished rules, an incoherence of behaviour and language. The

Jatter may result from madness or it may provoke and/or emphasìze

madness. These two notions interrelate in Carro'lì's prose with

the motif of the journey undertaken by Aìice. The l'ittle girl's
travel presents the reader with most uncornmon, surprising events,

characters or sayings" She not onìy observes her new environ-

mentu she participates in its l'ife and organisation. If she

first launches into her journey as a Victorian child, at the end

of The Looking Glass she is turned into a queen. Her trip'is
not onìy a fun-trip for the sake of pleasing herself or the

reader; it has a purpose, which however hidden, must be d'iscov-

ered "

ïnasmuch as Alice's trip describes a projection into an

outer spaceu its discovery per se and åna;much as she reaches

her goaì by becoming a queen, wherefrom she returns safe to her

world, the word "quest" is appropriate" Yet, in the sense that

Alice sometines wanders utterly heipìess and is bounced from mis-

fortune into misfortuneo her "quest" loses its directing force,

becones circuìaro caught as it is between the walls of t{onder-

land and the Looking Glass. Also, as the thjrd chapter of the

present 4udy will t,ry to demonstraté, heÌr wísh to-be -the llhite Queen



betrays her longing for acting out a prominent female role.
Hence, her quest becomes internal'i*ed, rounded, femaìe. It be-

comer è æ_1rc!..

Iir. Thomas' four noveìs Songs Fly Mother Taught Meo9 Fl"r.
tn ll

Bl ood , 
lu 

Bl ov¿n Fi gures , 
I I Lutuki ui 2 

wni ch shal I be treated here

in this respective order, the notÍons of madness and chaos are

equaììy centra'|. They are woven into the story of the herojnes

who launch into different journeys in the manner of Alice. Even

though they duplicate Al'ice's reactions in the face of the new

environment they visit, their trip possesses a more internalized

meaning; it is a psychoìogical search that plunges the heroines

into the darkest recesses of their mind, and further, into

myth. If Al í ce's search bears sone s'igns of tte quest, that of
Thomas' characters is exclusively circular and female. Further-

more' if Alice acts out on'ly for a short time the role of the

queen' the "Isobels" of rhomas adopt it tiII the end of time.

The narratives of Audrey Thonas' fiction lead her hero.ines to

their triumphant coronation as "!Jhite Goddesses.,,' to bomow

Robe¡"t' Graves' tcrms. Myth is at the core of rhomas,work; it
is díusly sketched out in Lewis Carroll's writing.

Thomas'female charactemhave the habit of talking ìike some

of the creatures of carroils þJonderland" For instance, the

heroine of Songs,r Isobel, sings:

All Things Bright and
Beu-uu-tee-ful l

A'll Creatures
Great

A-and
SmalT (p" 35),



+¡hich'is'animitation of the Mock Turtle's tune:

Beau-ootiful Soo-oopl
Beau-ooti ful Soo-oopl

Soop-oop of the e-e-evenìng,
Beautiful, beautiful soupl (p. l4l ).

0r Mrs. Biood is obsessed by Al'ice's fantastic adventures to the

point that she dresses her chiìdren "as Alice and the !'lh'ite

Rabbit for [aJ fancy dress parade" (p. ]80). In addition, the

isobel of Blown Figures becomes another AlÍce as she gets on a

train trip which may take her back to departure point "as

luggage" (p. 219). Thomas'iterated use of Carro'll's technique

of ìanguage or her adaptation of Carrollian scenes and characters

to her fjction indicate her deep affinity for the writìng and

craft of the Victorian writer. The fact that Audrey Thomas

chooses Carro'll as the 'informjng model for her fiction ra'ises

some fundamentaj questi ons. Namely, what exì sts i n Carrol I 's

work that fascinates Thomas and renders her own literary enter-

prise successful? To what exact extent does Thomas follow her

model ? 0r, what,

structure the use

in

0r

Thomas' fiction necessitates at the level of

adaptati on of Carrol I 's wri t'ing?

There wìll be three chapters to thjs thesis. Chapter one

will consider the correspondences that exìst between the searches

undertaken by Thomas' female characters and their prototype,

Alice. Thomas' de]iberate intention to create and sustain an

anaìogy between her heroines and Alicewill be analyzed

throughout her fiction. Also, I shall pay more specjfic atten-

tion to Carroll's and Thomas'pa,raììeì development of "role
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reversals.r' In the case of Carroll " the reversal of roles en-

ables A'lice to act out her frustrations as a discipìined child.

By overthrowing the Queen and taking over power, Alice assumes

the role usually played by adults in her world. This eventually

enab'les her to return to her Victorian environment and accept its

limitations. Thomas'characters can also alleviate the pressures

exerted on them by heavy male powers. Not only do they get rid

of thejr fears, they also proclaim their freedom against rnen.

In Chapter Two, I wish to deal in particular with the ìang-

uage aspect of both Thomas and Carroll's tajes. Fo1ìowing

Carroll, Thomas resorts to punsu homophonic ambiguity, neologìsms,

portmanteau words, etymology, euphemismso lexjcal and structural

ambiguìty, in order to convey the i.dea that language has deterior-

ated and fails to express proper con¡nunication betv¡een human

bejngs. The madness and chaos the reader has d'iscovered in

the worlds vis jted by the different hero'ines are novr emphas'ized

at the f ingu'ist'ic 'leve'l . The very language spoken by the char-

acters lacks order, meaning, comformity to grammat'ical rules.

Thus, madness is not a d{fferentia'l behavjour,'it is also a language

that functions in its entirety in our world. Acts as well as

speeches or words are out of focus, dis-mantled. Lewjs Carroll

shows in a humorous fashion the potentia'l dangers of a world

such as þJonderland where no one attempts real commun'icatjon with

his fellow man. Audrey Thomas indicates the actual consequences

for her characters ', of inhabiting an entrop'ic universe.

The various heroes are on a Search for rlean'ing, the literal or

figurative meaning of words. Both Carroll and Thomas jnscribe

their reftections on the nature and degradation of language in



the body of their prose: they meta-write'

In the Third Chapter, I sha'li approach the works in questìon

by considering the maior points of d'ivergence between Carroll and

Thomas. 0n the one hand, while carroll gives promìnence to the

presento that of the iounrsey,wjth its promises of future e'cgt'e-

ment, Thomas emphasizes the hovering, nightmarish presence of the

past over the life of her hero'ines. 0n the other hand, role

reversals wil'l be approached, no longer from a socio-hjstopical

perspective, but from a mythocritjcal vìewpoint, .in order to

demonstrate that Blown Fioures, Thomas' most experimental novel '

can be seen as a mythic narrative, something foreign to carroll's

tales. F.inalìy, I shall gìve consideration to both the Alice books

anc Blovrn Fìgures from a genre perspective. I shall determjne

whether the Al'ice books qualify for the title of "faìry-taìeu"

as carro.ll wisled to call them and if Blown Figures const'itutes a

moderntypeoffairy-taìeforadultsorgrown-upA]jces.

Thìs 'last chapter wi'll bring back into focus the notion of

search. Alice has gone'in search of the l'lhite Queen but has done

so onìy in the ìimits allowed by the fairy-tale genre. Thomas

Isobel has assimjlated the lJhjte/Red Queen's functions and char-

acterjstics and become the prototpye of the Great l4other.

isobe'l 's or Rachel's completed search draw a well defined c'ircle

wi th attache d I unar or ourobori. po*."r. I 3 Fi nal ìy we shal I di scover

that Thomas and Carroll are counter-reflections of each other

through the Looking Glass.



Chapter One:

A View of the Search

The epiìogue of Songs recalls Alice's conversation about

madness with the Cheshire Cat in Alice's Adventures:

"But I don't want to go among mad peop'le,"
Al i ce remarked.

"0h u you can't heì p that, "

,,r,re are ar r mad here "tulÍ*tllolutüou,re mad. ,,

"How do you know I'm mad?"

"You must be o " sai d d: 
j 
S.tlt 

tt'
"or you wouldn't have come here" (p. 89).

The passage is also used to introduce Mrs. Blood's story'in Mrs.

Blood (epìgraph), establ'ishing a connection between l4rs. Blood and

Alice's Adventures on the one hand, Mrs. Blood and Songs on the

other. Blown Figures, Thomas's th'ird novel, is dedicated to both

Isobel and Alice, "all the Alices whatever your mothers called

yor.r" (epigraph) and captures the adventures of the same charact-

er, a few years later, as she undertakes her second trip to
Africa. Some of the events in Blown Figures duplicate those jn

l4rs. Blood which in turn echo those of Songs or of the Alice
'l

books.' It can then be affirrned that Thomas deJiberately con-

structs an analogy between Carroll's female characteru Alice,

and her own as she depicts their progression in ìife from child-

hood (Songs) to maturity (Mrs. B'lood, Blown Figures). Aìthough
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Latakia chooses to focus on the more reflective, self-possessed

female character Rachel" the novel also contains allusions to

sone of the characters or events of Alice's Adventures such as

the folìovring Cheshire Cat passage: "And this time it was you i

saw as the Cheshire Cat, me ta'lking to you across a table at

some distant date, and you, just a disembodied head floatÍng a

few inches above your soup pìate" (p. 20).

Thomas' obsession with Carrollian figures or scenes pervades

the whole of her fiction (particular'ly Blown Figures)2 to th.

extent that it raises some fundamental questions in the reader's

mind" llJhy does Thomas, a twentieth-century fema'le writer, choose

Carroll, a nineteenth-century male writer, as the particular

model for her fiction? In the following pages, I sha'lì attempt

to answer this question and show the network of correspondences

that exists between the wrìting of Carroll and Thomas.

What characterizes the un'iverse thatAlice enters after her

fall down the rabbit hole--which can be seen as marking a brutal,

ufÞ @xpected change i n her si tuat'ion--i s uncommonness . The

animal-like creatures Alice encounters address her abruptìy,

prevent her from just'ifyrng herselfu or contradict her Victorian

logic. Because she belongs to an external world based on

rujes totally different from those of Wonder'land, Alice fails to

confront adequately the new world that spreads before her" The

series of misfortunes she encounters tells the reader of her

externality and forejgnrìess to the ìand of wonderu her confusion

in the face of such disorder.3 In factu chaos is what rules

lJonderland: no one obeys any of the rules prescribed but hjs

ownu which is to say that rules everìasting'ly shift from
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one monent or person or p'lace to the next" The croquet game is

one of the best illustrations within Alice's Adventures of

Aìice's fai'lure to comply with the rules that defÍne Wonderland's

organ'ization. Alice complains to the Cheshire Cat that the

p'layers "al'l quarrel so dreadfuliy and they don't seem to

have any rules in particular: at least, if there are, nobody

attends to them and you've no idea how confusing it js all

the things being alive ." (p. 13). The traditjonal defini-

ti on attached to games (fa'ir competì ti on , chronol ogì ca'l

arrangement with a beginnìng and an end, victory of the winner)

'is totalìy inapplicable to Wonderland where "players all [playl

at once, without waitjng for turns, quarreì'ling all the while"

(p.ll2). Even the trial that takes pìace at the end fa'ils to

abide by proper'legal rules: the Kìng goes by a "most important

pìece of ev'idence"whichjn fact does not have "an atom of mean-

'ing in jt" (p. 159) or the Queen requests the "sentence first--

verdjct afterwards" (p. l6l ). From Alice's perspectìve, the

reader can assert that the creatures of ï^londerland are marked

individuaì1y or collect'ively by madness. Thìs madness is

illustrated by the fact that they all act e'ither in the absence

of rules ( incìuding those of proper language commun'ication)

or by constantly undoing them.

However, the Cheshire Cat's comment that Aljce too is mad

enab'les the reader to view llonderland, not as an exc'lusive,

alienated world with its own bizarre happenings, but as a

netaphor for our world" The land of wonder is the wor'ld we in-

habit and Carroll's focus on the da'iìy language problems that

arise among Wonderland's creatures (due to their poor interpreta-
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tion or conveyance of messages) js a reminder to the reader of

our own unsuccessful manner of establjshing proper re]ations w.ith

our fellow man" Later, in The Looking G'lass, carroll uses the

chess garne image as another metaphor for life itseìf.4 Th.

chaotic rules that define the game indicate that life is ordered

by chaos. coìlective or individua'l madness, chaos, the absence

or destruction of ru'les, alien-atjon (due to improper commun.ica-

tí on ) are Carrol I 's focal poi nts i n the A'l .i ce books . 
5

They are also prominent in Thomas'writing, a contemporary

female writer preoccupìed with women's experjences of chi'ldbirth,

fear and death6 which are turned into a nightmarish madrand

because of our lack of adequate words to describe their condition.

Our society "euphemizes" women's situation so that they find

themselves a'lienated with'in a world that has ceased to cohere. Both

Thomas and Carroll seem to address a female listener" Whether young

(isobel Cleary, Alice) or old (Mrs" B'lood, the heroine of Blov¿n

Figures, Rachel in Latakia), Thomas' female protagon'ists share

wÍth carroll's Alice the same sense of inferiorìty (here due to

youth, there due to a male-oriented view of society), the sar¡e

desire to break loose from their imprisonment in sjlence and to

confront themselves with a (reversed) mirror-image of the world

they inhab'it, so as to overthrow the pourerful mechanisms that

preside over their aljenation" Thomas finds in Littìe Alice

the perfect model for her own creation, "Isobel,"7 in the very

sense that Alice shovrs "Isobel" the path that leads to "roje

reversa'|s," the mirror-reflection way by which she usurps adult

(parental) authority in order to insert herse'lf better into a

society in loss of ba'lancee equality or meaning. The journey
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Alice undertakes through madnessn chaos, foreignness aims at

enabl i ng her to gai n more understand'i ng of I i fe 's arb'i trari ness

(more precisely in her case, adult's arbitrariness at impos'ing

strict rules on children)"

To use Carroll's main metaphoru the mirrore Thomas

makes of Alice a mirror reflection of "Isobel"" As Alice

travels through Honderland or the Looking Glass world our image

of her fuses and interchanges with that of "Isobel..' B

The correspondences between Thomas and Carroll's texts w'ill

now be examined. This w'ill enable the reader to retrace the

journeys of "Alice/Isobel." Thomas' four novels wjll be dealt

with in an order that is not faithful to their date of publica-

t'ion, but that fol'lows closely the development of the characters

from innocence to experience. Songs portrays the childhood and

adoiescence of Isobel Cìeary. Nf¡-__Elæ{ is the story of the

same character, years later as she goes through the process of

ìosing a chiìd. t^Je fo'ìlow her aga'in on her second trìp to

Africa in Blown Figures. As for Latakia, it echoes some of the

events and concerns of the previous fìction.

In Songs, Isobel is portrayed as a chjld for whom the

sumner trìps to her grandfather's cottage represent an escape

from the boredom of fami'ly and city life or her parents'petty

quarrel s. Very much 'li ke Al i ce , Isobel f i nds 'l i fe unexci t'ing

and her only joy consïsts in waiting for the approaching summer.

She admits t,hat "the journey to town, like the journey to the

woods itseJf, was a'lmost a religious experience, with us as

children and novitiates, recognizing and genuflecting before the
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necessary stations of our ecstasy" (p" 2l )" Sim'iìarìy, Alice 'is

fascinated by the presence of a white rabbit "wjth either a

waistpocket or a watch to take out of itu and, burning with

curiosjtyu she frunsJ across the fìeld after it In

another monent, down fgoes| Alice after it" (p. 26)" Both little
girìs launch into their exc'iting journeys with the joy of running

away from their everyday lives: "Alice was begìnning to get very

tired of sitt'ing by her sister on the bank, and of havìng nothing

to do" (p.25) while Isobel sometimes ta]ked with her sister "of

leaving home" of going to 'live with Harry" (p. 33).

Thus, Isobel's entrance into "Journey's End" metaphorìcal'ìy

reads as her passage down the rabbit hole into the land of wonder

which opens before Alice. The cottage in the mountajns or Wonder-

land itself become the mythical locus where time is, according to

the young Isobel Clearyu reduced to an "'immortal and c'ircular

day" (p. '18). To use Eliade's concepts of sacred time and ,pu.., 9

everything fùon\reFgeS to desìgnate "Journey's End" as the axis mund'i

the centre-súh€re magic paîtakes of every'day rea'lity, making nature

inexhaustible.,to &he point that "blu$erry bushes, are stíll full, as

if by magic, ;in gpíte bf ä;1"{'' our p4'c'kjfrg" (p.20)"

Both chj'ldren's curiosity ìs challenged to the extent that

it reduces Lne negative impact that some events may have on them.

Alice's encounter with unfamiliar or inhospitable characters,

her series of misadventures are made easier for her to cope w'ith

by the very fact that she travels through an exciting p1ace.

Even when she is confronted with an unhappy eventu she declares:

"I almost wish I hadn't gone down that rabbit ho'le--and yet--

and yet--it's rather curious, you know, this sort of life9
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ü{hen I used to read fairy tales, I fancied that kind of thing

never happened, and now here I am in the middle of onel"

(pp" 58 - 59). As Isobel comes of age, she avows wjth nosta'ìSìa

the charm that the "golden thread of /!ast/ sunrnerfs/" (p. j34)

exerted on her youth:

Like a legendary drownirE man, i began to relive it all
again. Looking back" I saw what seemed to be an end-
less succession of golden summers. Fe'lt myse'lf runnìnE
again through pine and tamarack, running until
the soles of our feet were on fire and then, stjll
running, quench'ing our ìegs'in the lake (p. 133).

Ajíce herself will in time "remember her own child life,
the happy sumner days " fandJ the dream of blonderland of

ìong ago" (p. 164).

However, t{onder'land or "Journey's End" do not necessari'ly

equate with perfection or eas'iness. 0n the contrary, they pre-

sent some negative aspects w'ith which the ch'ildren try to cope.

Since the place they visit is new to them its signs appear as

new. Alice often falls v'ictjmb interpretìng the meaning of a

sign in relation to the traditional meaning attached to sìgns

in her own Victorían world. She believes the words "eat me,'

written on a small cake to be meant for her and eats the cake

(p. 33). As a consequence of her mistakeu she gets into diffi-
culty by "opening out like the ìargest telescope that ever was"

(p. 35). She has to learn that Wonderland is an aìtogether

different universe from her own where leverything is out of the

way" (p.al)" Lateru after drinking from a bottle which is not

meant for heru she is "punished" by "growing and growo.ing"

(p" 57). Similarìy, Isobel Cìeary, in her childhood yearse
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misreads the sign "Journey's End." Instead she only knows "that

every sumrner, for as far back as fshçl could rernber, fthey/ had

packed up and gone to spend the sunrnner in the mountains"

(p. 17). She interprets the sign to her own advantage as sìg-

n'ifying "Journey's Beginningå' 0n1y much later, when she first
experiences the reality of the insane asylum, does she comprehend

the delusive nature of words in a "new" environment: "l cursed

the fates that made Harry grow ol d and cauti ous made me

seventeen and helpless I refused to go and see Harry who

had betrayed me" (p. .|34). Ironicalìy enough, Harry has done

everyth'ing but betray her. 0n the contrary, he has attemped to

teach her about the literal neaning of words and the reality of

t'ife-that iso the impossibility of escaping from the tempora'l

progress'ion. "JeJrney's End" is a metaphor for the end of 'life

which the reader can foresee in the inev'itable death of Isobel's

once god, Harry (p. 206). Bl'inded by her experience of newness

and foreignness, Isobel or Alice fail to grasp the true meaning

of s'i gns .

Furthermore, both Alice and Isobei are afrajd of the pass'ing

of tinre" Aljce expresses her anguìsh in amusing terms: "Shall

I never get any older than I am now? That'll be a comfort, one

way--never to be an old woman-but then--always to have lessons

to learn: 0h, I shouìdn't 'lìke thatl" (p. 59). As for Isobel ,

she is much more av,Jare of the passage of timewhjch is corro'llary

to her fear of death. She constant'ly repeats to herself:

"Isobel you are dying faster than the day" (pp.18,33). Nejther

Alice nor Isobel are endowed with the porder to control the

temporaì prOgression. Even Harryu who knows how to "take clocks
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apart and put them bâck together" (p" 92) eventuaily grows old and

pronounces the terrifying words: "If I should dje this year ".."
(p. 206). The progression of Kronos--at the expense of the mythicaì

ternpus in which Isobel has lived for a whjle at Harry's pìace--leads

her to the doors of the asyìum which, because of its intrins'ic chaos,

makes her identify and blink "like Alice down the rabbit hole" (p. 145).

The cìosing passage of Songs whìch quotes Alice's disçussion with

the Cheshire Cat serves to s'ituate Isobel Cìeary in her new environ-

ment, the mad, chaotic ward 88, another Wonderland. Hence Songs

describes two different types of journey undertaken by the herojne.

The one to Harry's mounta'in p'lace reads as an Alice-ljke trjp jn

which Isobel seeks fun and n.*n.rrlO The other to the insane asy-

lum becomes central in its relat'ion to trJonderland in the very sense

that madness and chaos--which are þlonderland's most prominent

features--pervade the wards of the asy'lum. In other words, Isobel

C'leary's entrance into thjs mad world not on'ly marks her entrance

into experjence, but also serves to stress heavjly her departure,

deviation from Hamy's world, or for that matter Alíce's fairyland.

If Carroll views Aljce'S environment aS a marvelous p'lace (despite

its potentiaì dangers), Thomas centers on the reality and 'immediacy

of these dangers in real life and Isobel's mature world turns into

a ghostly reaìity.

þlith Mrs" Blood, the ana'logy is further deve'loped between

Al i ce and Mrs " B'l ood . In thi s nove I u

significantìy the resemblance between

personaljties" The former declares:

Mrs. Blood; some days it's Mrs. Thing"

Thomas emphasizes more

Mrs. Bl ood' s and A] i ce 's

"Some days my name i s

(p. ll) or "Sometimes the
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unreaì rE was fol I owed by sì i ghtìy perf unBd Indi ans

but the real me walked alone along a sunless beach" (p. 180).

Li kewi se , Carrol says of Al ì ce that "thi s curi ous chi I d /j s/

very fond of pretending to be two peopìe" (p. 33). He further

stresses her identity dilemma:

Let me think: was I the same when I got up thjs
morning? . EuT 'if I'm not the same, the next
questi on i s' "tnlho i n the worl d am I ?" Ah , that' s

the great puzz'lel I'm sure I'm not Ada
o ôDd I'm sure I can't be Ìtabel . she's

she, and I'm I and--oh dear, how puzzìing it all'isi (pp. 37-38).

Due to her

di s I ocated.ll

constant changes in sjze, Alice at times feels

She excl aims:

"Good bye, feetl" (.for when she looked down at her
feet, they seemed to be almost out of sight, they
were getting so far off). "0h, my poor little feet,
I wonder who w'ill put on your shoes and stock'ings
for you now, dears? I must be kind to them

. or perhaps they won 't walk the way I want to
go: Let me see. I'll give them a new pair of boots
evey Chri stmas " (p. 35 ).

This scene sprìngs to Mrs. Blood's mind when she is in her hospì-

tal room: "My feet seem terribly far away and most unreliable

in relation to the heaviness wh'ich seems to envelop the rest of

me. I remember Alice's debate about how she would send Christmas

presents to her feet" (p. 121).

In addition, once in the hospÍtal u she becomes aware that

on her boat trip to Africa she (unconsc'iously) dressed her chjld-

ren "as Alice and the bJhite Rabbit for the fancy dress parade"

(p. 180). The excitement of launch'ing into a new world made her

misread the signs scattered on her way which tvere forewords
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of an impending disaster provided she could ,,decipher" 

them.

UnfortunateTy, Mrs. Blood, like Isobelu or for that matter Alice,
admíts her past failure at reading the inherent rÌEssage of signs:

A1'l the signs were there from the beginning if onry
we had stopped to think. A dead man on eaðh boat 

-

..:, . And at LeHavre a rope snapped off a .ãpiiunwlth a terrible crack. Thattgo.
dead man and theni-5-roken rope, And then another
dead man How could we have been so stupid?
:-"-,: " , It was sirnpìy part of the romance and mysteryof the whore adventure It was just anotn.i- "
thrill (pp. 'tB - zl)"

Her fascination for d'iscovering the African land into which she

lvants to "dive"32 (p. .|55)--as Alice does into the rabbit hole

--prevents her from evaluating her journey for what it is: a

real trip to a foreign land with its mysteries and dangers. in-
stead, Mrs. Blood chooses to identify with Alice on her .incredi-

b'le journey, so that anything that may happen "out of the way,,

becones part of the whole adventure. Just as Alice can watch tne

Queen behead her enemies (pp. ì05 - l7) without beìng emotionally

affected, Flrs. Blood can watch the dead bodies being carried

out of the boat without turning an eye (p" ]g)" As she says:

"Once you're weìl and trury down the rabbit hole nothing seems

incredible" (p. l9).

Thus, the heroine of rhomas' second novel mistakes Africa
for þJonderland and pays a heavy price for the illusion, by losing

her child. In other words, Thomas departs again partÍa'lìy from

her carrollian model in the sense that she points out to the

reader her heroine's errors. Mrs. Blood, unìike Alice,s

Adventq,¡res describes the overlapping of two journeys, the one to

Africa undertaken by the main character with her family--and
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which I shall ca'll the "Alìce-like" trip due to Mrs. Blood's ident-

ification with Alice --and the actual iourney of the character

through pain and death in an African hospital" If the character

has fjrst confused Afrjca for wonderland she is however right to

vìew the hospital itself as a wonderland of madness. For the

most informing features of l'londerland are not--as Alice or Isobel

or Mrs. B'lood fi rst be]ieved--newness and fun, but madness and

destructive chaos. carroll chooses to deal humorously with

these not.ions although he is perfectly aware that they are in-

herent parts of reality. Thomas' characters have mjsread Al'ice's

Adventures , g'i vi ng i n to the i I'l usi on that a] I that happens to

Alice 'is easy. The author thus corrects this misleadìng

carrol'lian approach to 'life by making her characters undertake

a second journey 'in which they come--through a painful experience

,-to a better understanding of their past errors and confusìon'

liJhile Mrs. Blood experiences the death of her child, she becones

aware of the s'ignjficance Of the word "end," Something she never

suspected before because of her Alice-like view of journeying:

"I see the tunnel now for what it real]y was--and yet I thought

then it was rea'lly the beginning" (emphasis added' p' 34)'

þJhether on the spat'ial or tempora'l level s, journeyi ng i s

composed of a beginn'ing and an end¡ the oblivion--or denial--of

one of jts elements (a perversjon of the concept of journey) can

onìy ìead to disaster.l3 In the fairy-tale adventure of Aljce'

the heroine is not severeiy pun'ished for her oblivion or m'is-

understanding. 0n theæntrary, in Thomas' prose, Isobel or Mrs'

Blood or the ma'in character of Blown Figures are heavily

penalized for their fearo ignorance or refusal to acknowìedge
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the passage of time"

Hence, wi th 14rs. Bl ood, Thomas a'ims at teachi ng "aì I the

Alices" about the mad reaìity of life and the impossibiìity of

escaping into fairyland. 14

Blown Fiqures is dedicated to both Isobel and Alice. As in

Audrey Thomas' previous fiction, the ana'logy drawn between the

main character and Lewis Carroll's heroine serves to suggest

that we are deaì'ing againwith the sane character as in Songs and

l4rs. B'lood and therefore it emphas'izes the sense of unity of

character Thomas wishes to propose. I have aìso poìnted to Ms.

Thomas' conscjous repetit'ions of scenes from Mrs. Blood in

Songs.15 The same can be said of Blown Figures: references

are made in the novel to both the Isobel C'leary of Songs

(p. 285 ) and to the adul t narrator of Mrs. el qo!.16 Bes'ides ,

one of the epigraphs to tslown Figures, a quotation from Sir

Thomas Browne, reveals the functjon of Afrjca as a metaphor for

the mind's unsuspected poss'ibilities, the unconscious, an

elenent already present in t4rs. Blood. 17

Allusions (under the form of direct quotations or scenes) to

Lewis Carrol'l's Alice books pervade Audrey Thomas' Blown

Figures. In this fjctiono however, she rel'ies more and more

heavi'ly on Through the Looking Glass as it serves her purpose

more appropriately t,han Alice's Adventures. Queens abound in

the Alice books. Some are pleasant, compassjonate creatures

(p. ]25), others are pitiless, such as the Queen who wishes to

behead her enemies. Thomas warns Isobe'l and the reader against

"Queens who never make barga-.insl" (p. l2l)" suggesting "we are
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all the White Queen's pawn" (p. .|26). 
She is the one who sets

the rules and has the power to destroy the game whenever she

feels ìife it.l8 But one cannot forget either that at the end,

both of AìicLlAdventures and The Looking Glass, Alice herself

becomes a queen with the powers pertaining to that rank.

Isobel is very often compared to Alice as she progresses'in

her journey 'in1and. The jdea that Thomas' character moves 'in a

looking glass world 'is directly expressed by a quotatjon from

Lewis Carroll: "0h what fun it'll be, when they see me through

the gìass in here and can't get at mel" (p. 128). In fact' one

can surmise that some of the "steps" Alice takes across the

g'iant chessboard find an echo in Blown F'igures. Isobel may be

said to encounter Humpty Dumpty, oreof Lewis Carrol'l 's interestìng

characters(p. 124) or the white and black kittens (p. 129).

Furthermore, Isobel can get angry the way Alice does in a fit of

impatience. Thornas states that "Isobel saw herself break-

ing out, throwing plates, pulììng on the faded tablecloth so that

all came crashing down" (p. 220). Alice's misadventure as she

gets on the train (pp.217 ff)'is reproduced in Blown Fjgures as

the stubborn Isobel refuses to pay more for the trajn t'icket'; the

Guard whose anger she arouses appears as a scolding adu'lt

figure (p. 143)" Alice receives from "the gentleman dressed in

white paper" (p. 219) a kind warningu a gentleness also found jn

the mysteríous character who offers to help Isobel by paying

her train fare (p. 144). In fact Isobel's train ride is that of

Alice aS we can read: "Poor Isobe'lu you'ìl have to go back from

here as luggagel" (p. 307), a statement uttered by one of the

passengers (tfie Goat) on A'lice's train ride (p. 219).
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Martin Gardner comments that Alice's journey through the

Looking Glass world represents the steps which--as a pawn--she

must cross in order to move to the next squar..l9 The above

allusions to Isobel's "Ajice-ìike" trip enable us to make a

similar statement about her: her tra'in ride carries her to the

next square on the g'igantic chessboard that inland Africa sudden-

ly des'ignateso and the reader may try to'integrate her chess

moves with the story. The journey through Africa which Isobel

undertakes becor¡es enri ched by a new associ ation ¡ the chess

game imagery.20 Journeying through Af.ica equates with makìng

moves on a chessboard in order to reach the other side where the

successful pawn becomes queen. According to the logic of Lewis

C arrol I ' s chess game i n The Looki ng Gl ass , once the wh'i te pawn

(Alice) gets to the other side, she captures the Red Queen,

ensuring the victory of the white pìeces over the red ones.

Martin Gardner reveals the "faint moral" to Al'ice's victory in

the sense that "the white p'ieces are good characters in

contrast to the fierce vindictive tenperarnents of the red p'ieces"

(emphasis added).21 However, as soon as Alice becomes queen,

she lets her temper exp'lode in a fit of rage directed at the

Red Queen whom she fÍ erce'ly se j zes and pun'i shes (p. 336 ) .

And despite the fact that her origina] colour is white, her

ferocious attitude toward the Red Queen ind'icates that she

herself has put on the ( red) "vindjctive" attributes of her

2? Since Audrey Thomas draws a strong uou,on, l,
and situation between Bl_own_ Figures and The Look'ing

opponen t, "

characten

Glass.,' ?b nay' be profitable'to ,examine $rë breatment the Can-
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adian writer gìves her heroines. in this respect', a Jungian
approach to Thomas'novel will enable the reader to situate the

exact plasg and function of Isobel. 23

As in Mrs. Blood, the heroine suffers from a sense of

fragmentation. The author expìains:

She was dissolving again.
itself and taken on a life
which terrifìed her
one else's arm " " soon
would go tqnny, her other
(p. 227).'"

Her arm had detached
of its own, a separateness

it was not her arn but sone-
it wou'td be her ìegs that
armu her body

This description reminds the reader of Alice's change of size

after eating a cake (p. 35). And againe as in Mrs. Blood, the

boat trip to Africa announces the beginning of her search.

For the reader to concejve of Isobel's journey as a water-

journeyo through the unconsciouso back to the orig'in of her loss

or fear is a task made easy for him by Audrey Thomas' conspicuous

use of Jungian concr¡ts. One can easiìy follow on a map the

different stages in Isobel's trìp through Africa: Kumasi, the

c'ity rvhere her child dies (p. ll0), Timbuctu, Dakar (p. ll5), a

train trip (p. t38) which may take her to Banra.ko(p. 145), a

crossing of borders (p. .|60) the taxi*gare at Ouagadougou (p.

.164), the crossing of the Volta River (p.459), then the arrival

at an old v'iììage (p. 509) where a ritual of exorcjsm is prac-

tised by an Afrjcan priest on the white woman. However, this

dev'ice of enabjing the reader to locate geographicaììy the

pìaces which Isobel crosses serves on'ly as a pretext to divert

momentarily the reader's attention from what constitutes in

fact Isobe'l's "reaì" trip" What is real (and we are here at the
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heart of the "Looking G1ass" world where everything becomes

actual, though in fact unrealo for an objective, reasonable

observer) is the journey as a water-journey undertaken by Isobeì

to get rid of her "demons" (p" 33). in fact, as we progress

further inland wjth the character, "paradoxically" we encounter

more water until the water image becomes overpowering toward the

end of the novel "

The image of the water journey is introduced early in the

novel by the following passage: "Having made up their minds to

the journey, they were as twigs upon the water; they must let tne

journey take them where'it would" (p" ll5). At the level of

Jungian interpretationu it reads as an exemplification of the

power of the unconscjous to take over what ìs left of conscjous-

ness and submerge it. For thjs reason, the character encounters

the peril of drowning and death. As the character is warned

many times against the "depth" of the river (pp. 1163,377) ìts
increasing "wideness" (p. 207), the water becomes charged with

negative connotations. The mysterÍous river that wjll jater be

called by its real nare, the Volta (p. 471), is described as a

"gray water" of a "strange grey color" with "dead trees" float-

ing a'long its course (p. a6l). It is referred to as the myster-

ious "Quarra river" (p. 351), which becomes in the reader's

imagination another name for Styx, the underworld river guarded

by Charon (p" 462) which one crosses never to return" Ms.

Thomas's description fits the reader's imag'ination: "the Iand-

scape t{as . almost surreal " Tops of dead trees stuck out of

the water like withered drowned arms, the flesh co]'lapsed and

wrinkled . there was no sign of a ferry coming from the other
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side" (p" 461). It ís not surprising that water as a metaphor

for the unconscious has such associations with death, when one

thinks of Jung's writing about the inherent danger for the

western mind in losing consciousness" The psychojogist be'lieves

the Eastern mind perfectìy capable of "diving" into the uncon-

scious and coming back to "reality" whìle he warns Western men

about the possibility of death perta'inìng to such an experi.n...25

Audrey Thomas uses the semantic iteration of the waterimagery

as a leitmotif, a rhythm and a warning.

Isobel has to cross the river in order to reach the vjllage

(the sacred centre); she has to abandon herself first to the

powers of the unconsc'ious before being abìe to undergo an

exorcism (pp" 509 ff). The trajectory of her trip registers a

curve inwards (rather than outwards), toward the center of crea-

tion, the nucleus (here the egg), putting her into cont,act with

the lost child (p.514). And it seems that all the paths Isobel

has followed on'ly ìead her "back to a single point to the

mandala" which is the center, "the exponent of all paths:'¿6 The

text reads as fo'llows: "she was no longer afraid .'l have

journeyed hereu' she said, 'to get my destiny changed' " (pp.521,

524). In other words, it ìooks as if the exorcism has enabled

Isobel to regain her self-hood and her ch'ild.

Unfortunately, thÞ end of Thomas' novel does not reveal such

an easy solution to the problem. Tie rcader is presented wìth fuo diff -

ferent versions of the exorcism scene. In the first version,

"the dead baby began to cry helplessìy and root at its dead

mother's empty breasts" and "the old man came forward again and
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spat in Isobe]'s open and howling mouth. Then there was nothing

but blackness before her eyes" (p" 514). In the second one

she was a wi tch, there was no doubt about The
witch stole the wombs of women and the penises of men.
Crops failed; women aborted. A chíld was born with two
heads. Hard times felj upon the viììage. Isobel
remained elsewhere (p. 525).

lhe reader is left with an utter sense of destruction, the egg being
27

brokenu -'wholeness be'ing forever unachievable. Instead of see-

ing her destiny changed for the bettero it ìs changed for the

worst" She is said to eat "the chjld 'in her womb" (p. 5lg), and

the priest admits: "It is too late, Isobel" The witches have

eaten up your Kra" (p" 52a)" It is also noteworthy that the

colour "white" that characterizes her at the begirwrirg of the

exorcism ritual (p. 514) changes progress'ively to red, an element

emphasized in my anaìysis of Alice. Red, the colour of blood and

sin here is strongly connected with witchcraft: "she dreamt thar

someone brought her some red firewood and asked her to he]p lìght

it, but she was frightened by its redness and refused" (p.517).

The same firewood is shortly after used again: "In their c'lay

firep'lace they put a human finger for firewood and they pour

biood on it, but what they do to make 'å{ catch on fire I do not

know" (p" 536). Isobel turns into a wjtch because the exorcjsm
29,

has failed.-" A'11 his life and in his writìng, Jung revered the

sacred and strived to reach "the mandala which represents the

monad, and corresponds to the microcosmic nature of the psyche."29

Howevero he was perfectly aware of the possibiljty of a failure.

Such a failure is contained in Thomas' novel. Thomas has sub-

mitted to the conception of time as the destroyer of the sacred,
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as the novel's postscript indicates: "Timel You monstrous mole.

tdhy are you doing this to me?" (p" 54i)" What the drums cease-

lessly repeat in the final exorcism scene ìs "lúnere dane dane

Mnere dane dane--Times change change" (p. 522), a phrasing about

the inevitability of the passing of time and Isobe'l's degradatjon

through tinp. This is perhaps what characterizes most strik'ing'ly

Thomas' fiction: her concern for the notion of permanence

(expressed by narrative circularity) and its destruction by an

al l-devouring Kronos.

Blown Figures draws a closer analogy between Alice and Isobel

than the two other novels and we discover that Alice and Isobel

are capable of wickedness and violence. Nevertheless, Isobe'l

appears as a pa!{n in Thomas'hands in the same way Ai'ice'is one

for Carroll. Both female characters represent the med'ium by

wh'ich the narrative is perform.d 30 and as such have no other

reality than that of a device, a "figure of speech." One must

recall Lewis Carroll's technÍque of inventing and adding new

stories to Alice's fírst adventures "on the way" in order to pro-

longe the entertainment of his little audience and that of Thomas

who declares: "According to the artjsto the matto did not follow

fixed rules but tended to make them up as he went along; he also

had the power to destroy the game" (p" 384). She also declares:

"I can do anything I want with Isobel frozen like this, as

in a snapshotu we pause for a minute to examine the scene"
?1

(pp. .l40-4'l )."' Isobel's adventures resemble Alice's through

the Looking Glass world and express the deeper reality of

narrative as a npchanism of embedding.S2
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Latakia, Audrey Thomas' last nove'l, contains a few Carrollian

elements" The first page of the novel opens on the description

of a Crete landscape and "a giant chess game outside Zorba's baro'

(p. l5). The gane Ímagery borrowed from Carroll sustajns one of

the dominant aspects of Rache'l 's relationsh'ip with M'ichael . The

latter is said to be making the rules (pp.63,153) wh'ile the

narrator îs progressiveìy drawn towards madness and absurd'ity

(pp. 65, l68)" The world that surrounds Rachel lacks so much

order that she sometines confuses the other ch ara cte rs

with Carroll's famous figures. At times, Hester appeans to

Rachel as "the cat in Alice in l,londerland" (p. l9) but on

another occasion Michael is the one that looks like "the Cheshire

Cat" 1p. 20)" In her mental and narrative reconstruction of the

past, Rachel becomes capable of identifying herself wìth Alice

and thus dissociat'ing herself from the past 'reaìity' of her

relatìonship with Michael/Hester. Th'is process, whjch js one

of Thomas' structural devices, enables the hero'ine to re-situate

her love affa'ir" If the narrator's book was meant to be a story

about a relationship, Ít eventually turns out to be a book about

a 'landscape.' For what matters to Rachel is not so much "the

Relationship, t,he PR0BLEM" (p" 2l) as wrjting. In this sense,

Crete and the v'i 1 
'lagers , every mi nute , tri vi al i nc'ident becomes

part of the texture of the work. And the lovers onìy integrate

it as "just part of the landscape--they are shape, toneu movement

or lack of it)u not STORY. The trees and rocks are justas impor-
.??

tant" (p" 30). "" Similar'ly, Alice tends to lose her centraìity

as her adventures get intrjcately combined with those of the
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inhabitants of ['londer]and or the Looking Glass worid. She is,
to use Thomas' imageo "just part of the Iandscape."

Howeveru this is not to suggest that Alice has no power; jf
she appears to be tossed around on the Queen's croquet ground

or during the tea-party, for instance, she eventually gains power

over the dominant figures of Wonderland or the Looking Glass

world. This reversal of roles also characterizes Rachel's sit-
uation towands Michael/Hester. The novel depicÈs her progres-

sive, deliberate detachnent fron a man who once looked like a

god to her (p. 33), but who eventuaìly became an obstacle to her

art (p" 73). The topic of Latakìa is not some autobiographìcal

material concerning Rachel/Thomas' ménage å trois with 'Mìchael'

but the attachment and devotion of someone to a demand'ing art:

novel writing (p" 124)" Against the pseudo-myth'ica1 background

of Crete ljfe with its tradjtion of vlomen's servitude to man,

Rachel stan& alone (p. .|32) after rejecting the roles: "Man of

the House and Little Woman" (p. a3). Latakia is the narrat'ive

of a deconstruction, that of a male-oriented trad'ition that fails

to see "all the great female powers." "In the beg'inning Europe

had no gods, only goddesses" (p. 49), and yet the tradit'ion

Michael descends from is based on the belief that "the great god

Pan" is still alive when in fact he is not (p.90)" Thus, the

Alice motif which runs through Latak'ia pìays an importanC func-

tion in regards to the reader's understandìng of Rachel's adventures.

By crossing the frontier between the concrete and fictive

worldso Alice must be prepared to meet any extraordinary event.
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It is the privilege of fiction to open the doors to imagination

and dream. The reversal of ruler34 thut the fall into the rabbit.

hole provides enables Carroll's or Thomas' characters to see mad-

ness as actuaìity. If Isobel Cìeary in Songs discovers from a

foreign perspective the chaotic reality of the asylum, where

there are no rules, except those fleeting ones made up by

carrollian figures, Mrs. Blood or Thomas' other characters exper-

ience that madness i n thei r ovrn I i ves through thei r d'i ssoc'i ati ng

encounter wìth pa'in and loss. Furthermore, madness is not on'ly a

"type" of behaviour, it is a'lso an autonomous code/ìanguage .in-

accessible to the non-initiate, but perfectly comprehensible for

the one who uses it. Thomas and carroll both offer to the reader

a wide variety of examp'les which illustrate th'is latter po.int and

whìch wil'l be developed fuì'ly in the second chapter of the

present study.

Throughout this analysis, I have ernphasized the functÍon of mad-

ness and chaos in Thomas' and CarroÏ's writings. The development

of these po'ints of concern in their fiction is c'losely dependent

on the fact that the main character is in all cases a female one,

who manages to perform a reversal of situatjon to her advantage

preciseìy by using madness and chaos which man has traditionaì'ly

attrjbuted to the female. Alice's "unbecoming" triumph (as a

we'll-behaved child) over the Red Queen or Isobel's n€tamorphos'is

into a witch are good examples of role reversals successfuìly

achieved by female protagonists with the help of 'disorder.' A

brief historica'l survey of female symbolic inversion is therefore

appropriate here for the reader to notice the af injty of Ihonias for
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Carrol I "

Women's disorderìiness is a recognizedo accepted part of

human h.istoryo which the feminist movements have exploited and

adapted to theìr purpose in order to propagate women's liberation'

Natalie Zemon Davies traces in her article, "blomen on top:

S¡rnrbo'l i c Sexual Inversi on and Pol i ti cal Di sorder i n Ear'ly Modern

Europe,,'35 the h'istory of women's w1ldness back to the 6arden

of Eden, then through a male-oriented European society to our

modern tjmes. she emphasizes the fact that the female position

in society has, at alì times, been used to symboiize hierarchical

subordination, but also violence and chaos'36 The topos of women

on top, mastering male monsters, 'is tradjtionally viewed as a

most enioyabì e type of sexua'l i nvers'ion (sw'i tches i n sex rol es )

a form of culture play that expresses the inner turmoils of an

oppressed society ìonging for change and revolution. In other

words, the function of the unruly woman is to express a temp.rary

rejease from tradìtjonal and stable hierarchy and may favour a

change in the basic d'istribution of power within societylT

Thus,thedisorderlyWomanbecomestheembodimentofthesocial

crjtic. These elements can serve to inform adequately Thomas'

and Carrol I ' s fi cti on.

Inasmuch as the internal situation of the Alice books is viev¡ed

as a reproduction of the confl'icts of carroll's time between

adult authority and the world of childhood, the closing episodes

of both Alice's Adventqrles and The Looking Glass witness Alice's

assumìng control of the situation, of povrer (she, after all' has

becone queen)and herdecisiontoiudge the Red Queen proportionally
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to her mischief. This sound and safe fashion of 'letting Alice's
growing frustration in the face of politica'l authority and

tynnny burst into a fit of destructive rage and turn into an

effective vengeance (ffre ned Queen is squeezed into a kitten)
embodies the type of "symbolic inversion" I have just descrjbed.

Alice's (fema'le) disorderliness and rebellion bring about a

"temporal release from temporal hierarchy." Accordingly, the

distribution of power exempìified in the world of lJonderland is

drasticaìly reversed by Alice as she gets "on top.', Her success

is an outìet for the frustration of the weak (here the chìld)

confronted by the powerful (the Re¿ Queen).

ït is a'lso important and relevant to bear in mind that if
Alfce (child) upsets the socio-poìiticar order of }Jonderland

(authority), freeing herself from subordination, the Red King

(male) is perhaps the one who dreamt it, namely who dreamt the

overthrow of the Red Queen (female). From a historical perspec-

tive this reversal characterizes the reality of the v.ictorian era

as a matrbrehal society under the governing of a powerful f.igure.

Yet, from a psychoanalyticaì vantage pointu ìt reads as the

projection of a frustration and it serves to cast an interesting

iight on the nature of the king's (carroil's) ident.ificatjon
with a childu his submission to authoritative powers and concom-

itant revolt on t,he one hand, and the king's (carrol'l 's) dislike

of queens (women) on the othero a fact well known to carrollian

critics. In this senseo Aìice appears as one of the writer's

spokesmen and masks.

ldith the sðme penspective in mindo we can sayo then, that the
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femaìe characters of the female writer Audrey Thomas, dispìay a

propensity for reversing efficientìy their roles towards nen.

Isobel C'leary has a sexual experience in which she enjoys herself

while her partner keeps his desire under control" l4rs. Blood

betrays both Jason and Richard, the heroine of Blown Figures

"sleeps with other rren" but denies her unfaithfulness and dis-

appears instead of coming back to Jason, i"e., ôS a submiss'ive,

apologetic cured wife. The Rachel of Latakia sheds M'ichael like

an old skjn after cunn'ingìy hurting his príde by comparing h'im to

a smalì dog: "What a small dog in such ¿¡big box" (p. 22). The

overall impression that Thomas' female characters are the inno-

cent vi cti ms of thei r mal e partners i s 'i ntenti onal 'ly 
m'i s ì eadi ng .

The writer breaks the conventional molds of the re'lat'ionship

between man and woman and lìberates her heroines from overpower-

ing, unjusti fied bonds. But firrûe wo¡Tan's sexual unrul i ness i s

al so symbol i c of soc'iopo'li ti cal d'isorder, her trì umph eventua'lly

signifjes a release from social frustrations, not to nention

rig'id societal structures. The deviance of Thomas' and Carroll's

characters serves to make to]erable, on the collective level, the

imposed order of society; a]so, on a personal level , 'it helps to

make their dramatic situation more acceptabìe" Al'ice--as one of

Carroll's masks--accepts her deficiencies and physica'l or

psychologicai shortcomings wh'iìe isobel--as Thomas' mask--manages

to cope with her motherìy gui'lt and her marriage breakdown. As

outsiders, Alice or "the Isobels" of Thomas have found in the

male/female role reversal something that "gives their outsider-

ness a nan€.u' That naming, Bruce Jackson stresses,0¡permits them
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. ,,38to survl ve " 
"

According]V,theaffinit.iesbetweenThomas'andCarro]]'s

f.ictionmay'liejnthìsunìqueattemptatnamingacertaìnout-

s.iderness, theì r characters, (or thei r own) i n 1i r..39 Further-

more, both writers are qu'ite unique in their treatment of madness

orcommunicationfailurefromalìngu.isticperspectìve.Studies

havebeenwrittenonthesemiotjcaspectofCarro]l'swrit.ings.

Inthesecondchapterofth.isthesislshal]drawpa-ralle]sbe-

tweenCarro]i,sandThomas,textsfromthisparticularangìeand

showthepromìnenceofThomas,concernforlanguageinherwrit-

ings.



Chapter Two

Language Play in Thomas; The Wonderland of liords

Al'l fresh is glass and shatters at the touch of a
barbari an fi nqer

I am Syrious. [{e are all alike

And I can still remember . . Jack standinq
outside the New try'ing to decide . n..l

Confronted w'ith these passages from Thomas' fictjon the

reader faces the choice either of concludìng that they are print-

ing errors (one expects something other than "fresh" in the first
caser "Syrian" or "serious" but not "syrious" in the second case

and at least a noun to follow "the New" in the third one) or

nonsensical statements. Howeve6 these are not without precedent

in the 'literary traditíon, when one recalls for instance the

writing of James Joyce.2 In facto at tirnes AudrqyThomas borrows

Joyce's parody of religious ritual as in the fol'lowing passage:

"And Rosie is the riveter who nailed rne there as a totem in front

of the door. And he said why seek ye a living among the bread.

He is not here; he has risen."3 However, Joyce has beeen pre-

ceded, at least in the English literary tradjtion, by Lewjs

Carroll whou as f have shown in the first chapter of this

study, has exerted a strong influence on Audrey Thomas. Robert

Sutherland's extensive analysis of the language in Lewis
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carroll's tales has served to demonstrate carroll's ',serious con-

cern with the nature and functions of linguistic signs, and wjth

the language phenomena that create obstacles to communicat.ion.,,4

Thuso in Ajice's Adventures, the Duchess states: "Never imag.ine

yourself not to be othenvise than what it might appear to others

that what you uúere or mìght have been was not othenuise than

what you had been would have appeared to them to be otherwise,'

(p. 122). The syntax of this statement is so confused by repeti-

tions of negative constructions that Alice remajns baffled and

therefore fails to understand its meaning. similar]y, one comes

across the folìowìng paragraph in Blown Figures wh'icho needìess

fo sayu echoes some of Lewis Carroll's exper.iments with sentence

structure.

If you want to buy a thing when you come to the market,
whether a horse, or an ass, or cow, or camele or ram,
or goat, or hen, or guinea-fowl, or ostrjch, or mule,
or of the nature of clothes, or a burnous, or cloak, or
tobe wìth ornamental hems, or strips of cloth, or a
second-hand shirt, or a cap, or trousers, or wjde-legged
trousers, or c]oth, or a striped shawl, or any impìement
of work, or a saddle or stirrup, or girth, or saddle
cloth, or b'it of reins, or spurs or some thing you wish
to buy (p" 439)

I propose in this chapter to demonstrate Thomas' thorough know-

ledge of Lewis Carroll's technique of 'language by bringing to
'light the linguistic elements in her fiction.5

0n many occasions in the Alice books, Lewis carrorr resorts

to punning wh'ich he sees as a "Victorian vice.,' It is well here

to define a pun as a "verba'l joke created by the conscjous

use of an equivocal word to produce an ambiguity."6 Sutherland

further specifies:
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Th{g word wi I I have at least two di sti nct neani ngs,
each of which will profoundiy affect the neaning ót
the tota'l utterance. For the joke to be successful,
the ambiguity of the key word must be recogn.ized, the
alternative meanings of both the word and the utter-
ance must be isolatqd ånd then juxtaposed in the
interpreter's mind.7

l'lhen studying puns in Thomas' writing I shall abjde by this

definitìon of punning.

In Alice's Adventures, misinterpretation of the equìvocal

word "more" causes an argufiEnt betleen Alice and the Hatter (p.

l0l). In The Looking Glasso the same happens between Aljce and

Humpty Dumpty due to the'ir different interpretation of the word

"why" (p. 263 ) or agai n , between Al i ce and the þlhi te Kn.ight

about the word "off" (p" 314). There is no way to avoid a mjs-

understand'ing if one of the characters fails to know the other

meaning(s) of the uttered word, since there exists on'ly one

possibìe pronunciation for each of these words. I,Jhether "wh.v,'

has a causal sense or mere'ly means "for what purpose,,,B .its

phonetic transcríption remains fwaiJ.

in Thomasr purìS are also used to create a sense of confusjon

and a difficulty at establishing proper communication. For in-

stance, the word "can" may be a modal verb or a familiar word

for washroom. Because the receiver refuses to acknowledge the

first rneaning of the word, the issuing conversation in Mrs. Blood

becornes a Carrol I i an debate: " 'Can I cal'l my husband?' (And

the voice of the second grade teacher, '0f course you can. What

you mean is may I go to the washroom.') 'I w'ilì call him.' t'

(p. 48). Howeveru the parentheses here indjcate Thomas' deliber-

ate inclusion of a past event (the answer of her ex-teacher) in
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order to pinpoint her present awareness of the punning nature of

"can. 
tt 9

The word "kid,' possesses an equally equ'ivocal nature since it
may refer either to the goat's offspring or to a human'infant.

Thomas exploits the ambiguity particuìarly well 'in Blown Fìgures

when she states repeatedìy: "A goat here has g'iven birth to a

three-ìegged k'id . o" (p. 58), "Her child was dead her

little goat escaped ." (p. 34), and "The child was dead

my ìittìe goat escaped" (p. 93).I0 Again the author ìs aware of

the existence of at least two neanings to this word and she fur-

ther emphasizes the shift of meaning ìt assurlles'in the narrator's

confused mind by using the verb "escaped" whìch js app'licable

to both animal or child behavior.

As she lies on her hosp'ital bed, Mrs. Blood ponders over the

falseness of her relationship w'ith Jason:

I lie
You I ie

Come love lie
beside me lie

Your I ies
Beside me

How many lies, then,
have we la'id together

Come (pp. 172-73) "

Thomas inter'weaves ski'lful'ly both neanings of "lie" from "to tell

lies" and "to lie down" to denounce her character's bitterness at

the pretense of ìove.

In each chse examined aboveo Thomas proves to be perfectly

aware of the nature of wor'ds to be equivoca'l and thus misunder-

stood" But unlike Carro'l'l who largely uses puns to create a
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example of a pun produced for

note in Thomas' novels is to

afternoon in the Place of the Two Fish" (emphasis added u V. 6á),

which may read as a location but may sound as ".in the pìace of

the two fi sh " (no capi taì s ) .

If misunderstanding or ambiguity may be created out of an

equivocal word, it may also arjse from playing w'ith homophones,

"different words which sound the same.,,1l In this case, the type

of lexical ambiguity produced depends on speech as it is quite

impossible to catch the sound of a written word.12 Ler¡¡'is Carroll

resorts to th'is device in Alice's Adventures,the most famous

examp'le be'ing that of the tale/tajì lteì'[ conversatjon between

Alice and the mouse (p.50). The resurt of such confusion is

another misunderstanding aìso based on homophonjc ambiguity. The

text reads: "I had notl cried the mouse, sharpìy and very angri-
'ly. 'A knotl said Alice, already to make herself useful

'0ho iet me help to undo itl ' " (p. 52). preciseìy because the

negation 'not' is orally emphasìzed, it appears phonetica'lly ìn

its "strong form" as fnfiJ which is also the transcrjption for

"knot." Henceu communication breaks down between the two

characters with the mouse feeling insu'lted "by [AliceJ talkìng

such nonsensei" (p. 5?)"

One can evaluate the effect produced by such sound confusion

in carroll's tales to range from comjc to grave, with an emphas'is

on the part of the author on the humorous aspect. If Audrey

Thomas also uses homophonic ambiguity the instênces remain

so to enforce irony. The

the mere sake of joking

be found in Mrs. Blood:

39

on'ly

one may

"l{e sat al I
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scarce" One may quote from Mrs. Blood a p'iece of nonsense partìy

based on the homophonic ambiguity of write/right fraitJ: "It
is very neat and write to do so " (p. 212)" when the in-

tended neaning may have been: "It is very meet and right to do

so . " Contrari'ly to Carro'll , Ms, Thomas does not gi ve out the two

terms that create the amb'igu'ity" Her purpose is to let the

reader discover for himself the origin of the nonsense (tne

existence of an identicaììy pronounced word spelt "right," for

instance), forcing him into comprehending the frag'ilit.v of human

commun'ication based on ìanguage and thus understanding better the

nature of her character's bafflement in the face of the extra-

ordinary events with which she copes. The other jnstance of

homophonic ambigu'ity in Thomas' novel o Songs, may engender ridj-

cule. To the question "Jenny who?" corresponds the answer

"Jennytaìia" (p. I96). Both the personaì name "Jenny" and the

first part of the word 'þenitalia" are pronounced fdSeni/. One

can only infer that Thomas sees the last name "Talia" as pro-

nounced identjcaìly to the latter part of "genìtaliai i.e.

ftetltaJ. If this pìay on sound here may seem gratuitous and

be considered as bad taste, it is enough to recall that every

phone book has'its "JewelI, Princess, Cockburn, Krapp, Pear," to

name but a few! Abnormalityu if ever, is part of our daily

exi stence.

When Alice examines the poss'ibility of her beìng on the other

sìde of the globe "among peop'le that walk with their heads down-

wards," the word that springs to her mind is "The Ant'ipathies"

(p. 28), which obviously indícates the little girl's lack of
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knowledge of geographicaì terms" The context fortunateìy points

to the correct word "antipodes." If the speìfing of the former

is quite distjnct from the spelling of the lattern their pronoun-

ciation is almost identica'l : 6en'tipa0izJ vs 6.n'tipacii:¡/.
The difference is only one of vowel'length (i/i:) and conson-an-

tal difference (dental fricative/alveolar p'losìve).13 Such a

mistake can onìy provoke the reader's amusement. Sìmilar

errors in pronunci.aLion arid spelìing are encountered among

the Canadian writerls characters.

Thomas quotes the newscaster's use of a neologism "murrying"

for "murdering" and "disgusted" fdis'gnsti{/ for "discussed"

fdis'knsfl. In the first exampleo the sense of the utterance is

not particuìarìy affected by mispronunciation, though 'it clearìy

reveals the newscaster's "sloppiness" of Staternent, Something l'1s.

Thomas condemns as inadmissible. 14 In the second case however,

the sense of the utterance is changed to the po'int that comp'lete

failure of understanding cou'ld follow. To say, as Joyce makes

h'is character say in Finneqan's Wake, "shave me" feivmi/ instead

of "save me" fseivmìJ, "where an added dimension of mean'ing 'is

imposed upon the original utterance," leads to the breaking down

of conmuni cati on . I5

Some of Thomas' characters fall prey to utte¡ing nonsense aS

a consequence of usìng an ìmproper phoneme. In 'itself, a pho-

neme means nothìng and conveys no particular informat'ion' but by

add'ition of one phoneme to another the level of the morpheme is

reached, a tool for the construction of a sentence" The function of

the phonere {s one of differentiation. It is because the phonemes/pl
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/t/" /b/ are dÍfferent that the morphemes'pin,' 'tin,' 'bin'are
different from each other.16 The confusion of the phonenr_ /r/ of

"fresh't ßre.p for the phoneme /1/ of ,'flesh,' nefl in firs.

Blood's assertion: "Alì fresh is glass', (p" 66)o renders her

comnent all the more whimsical as the presence of an adjective is

not expected or attested to in such a position in conrnon Engìish.

"Fresh"-as-a-noun here is a neologisml In addìtion, the intend-

ed import "Alì flesh is glass ." could not be guessed by the

reader without the help of an iteration of the correct sentence

in other places of the novel (pp. Sg, Z17).17 0n another occa-

sion, Thomas means to produce a comicoironic effect by sìmpìy

dismissing the first two phonemes of the word "grass,' /gra:sJ

so that the resulting morpheme becomes "ass" fa:sJ, an appropri-

ate shi ft i f one consi ders l'1j chael 's constant swi tchì ng back and

forth between tsther and Rachel.18 This is also true of r4rs.

Blood's conscious antìphi ìosophical statement: "I stink there-

fore I am" (p.21), where the ironic effect is acquìred through

an opposìtion of phonemes /s+t/ vs /&/--which produces words

semanticaììy antithetical: st'ink vs think. One can only praìse

Ms. Thomas'for this clever invent'ion which sustains one of the

main aspects of her fiction, that is, the treatment of women as

inferior and as closer to the "mesrythings of lìfe" than men.

It becomes apparent then that Audrey Thomas is careful in her

choice of "errors in pronunciation or speììino" 1'9 and that she

prefers to tjæ ¡'ære æol ogi sm ( "murryi ng " ) the pronunci ati on of an

existing word which will convey a different meaning than the one

intended and enrich sonpwhat the text, of her fi ction. Thüs,' . :,.r,,-.,
.: - lii"'i

i', '- 
t l :' t ''1:'::':i i

1, ..i
ì t 

', ':'t '-.' :¿

-3 .ì_.' i,.-.-.,.:a1:-r
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"Di seased" ßi 'zi :zdJ becomes "De-ceased" fdi ' s'i : st/ o 
20 stressi ng

the foetus' health degradation and termination. "KiIled" [ki1dJ

turns into "chilled" " nlrld/, an adjective apt to describe the

cold that accompanies death. Furthermore, in Latakia the guide's

poor Englìsh is responsible for an interesting mistake. He says

that the king was buried in "tl'efatal position" (p. 170), uncon-

sciousìy unearthing the paradox of 'life (foeta'l [fi:üJ) and

death (fatal ffeitU). Unlike puns which aim at obta'ining a

comical effectu and which Ms. Thomas does not fancy, these pecu-

'liar games played by the author most originally and effect'ive'ìy

with sound-sense errors, serve to obtajn a dramatic or iron'ic

effect or introduce the reader to the semantic connotations between

apparently differerrt words" In this respect, 'it comes as no

surprise to the reader that l{rs. Blood speaks of "Coing our

exorci ses " ftks: : sai si z/ (p. 68) a neol ogi sm when used as a

noun to refer to water-exerc'ises f'eksasai sizJ " sjnce our know-

ledge of the theme of exorcism-pr¿ctise fn Thomas' writing has

made us quite aware of its inner reìation to the water element.

The above quotation also helps to pinpo'int the narrator's con-

fused identity and her awareness of the need she has ofexorc'ism.

Jason ceaselessìy says of Isobel that she 'rexits" f'egzitsJ

when he in fact means "exists " feg'zistsJ ;22 y"t hìs mistake

still makes sense to the reader who is aware of Isobel's

success'ive ú'exitings" from her married life, away from her home-

land and other responsibilìties"

There are a few examples where such t'errors in pronunciation

or spelìingo'are used by Thomas to parody reìigion'in a Joycean
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manner. I shatl quote from Mrs. Blood: "Thjs is the bìoody and

bawd of Chrìst which was rjven for thee" (pp. 21, 193)' Theuseof

tl'ederogatory term "bawd" lb):d/ for "body" ft)diJ is here

j uxtaposed to llbl oody " by the coni unct'i on of coordi nati on "and " .

BecauSe of the very nature of the granrnatj cal morpheme "and, " one

expects the iuxtaposition of two nouns,'i.e. blood and bawd/body'

If English conrnon usage records the form "the nice and pretty
&

gir'1" for instanceu it does not tolerate 'ithe nice and g'ir1" no

more than ffani, is the nice and pretty."23 Hence the prob'lem

arises here because of the association of an adjective (bloody)

to a noun (bawd) on the syntagmat'ic axis of the utterance when

one would expect two words of the sarne grammatical nature" and

here two nouns. The fact that "bawd" supersedes "body" ìs sig-

nificant in the sense that Audrey Thomas often refers to christ

as a feminÍne figure rather than a male one. ThÞugh "rjven" is

here possiUle 24 it may well be that the ìntended morphenewas

"gi ven. "25

Hence, some of the dìsp]ayed confusions are created by djs-

torting or changìng a (sound of) consonant in init'ial, mjddle or

fi nal posi ti on i n the word. As previ ous'ly shown , on other

occasions, the confusion arises from a change 'in (sounds of)

vowelsu long or shorto or diphtongs" Uth'ile Lew'is Carroll uses

th j s dev'ice for comi cal purposes u w'ithout necessari ly estabì i sh-

ing a meaningfuì connotation between the two elements (for

instance, antjpathies vs. antipodes), Thomas aims at emphasiz'ing

the irony or the tragic of a given situatjon or utterance' She

adapts Lewis carroì'l's skill to her purpose and djsp]ays more
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faciìity in this particular field of "errors in speììing or

pronuncìation" than Lewis Carroll as she not only repìaces a word

by another one simiìar in sound, but also by one whose meaning is

connected-at some level-to the one repìacedu a process which we

could calì "semantic Aradation." This judicious way of pervert-

ing the pronunciation and meaning of given words (for example,

t'think" becomes t'stinko" "grass" becomes "assu" etc. ) serves to

substantiate or give stronger support to her ideas and themes.

Li ke Lewi s Carrol 1 , Audrey Thomas al so pl ays wi th portmanteau

words which supposedly contain in their signification "the

indjvidual significations of the words wh'ich comprise"26 them.

The Jabber-wocky poem of @ serves to offer the

reader an amusing ìist of such coined words.27 Thomas takes

after Carrol'l 'in an attempt to create "blends," in which two

words may be pronounced or written simultaneousìy. Thus,the

boat "Jezobel" in Songs (p. I34) is named after Isobel andJane?8

In Mrs. Blood, the verb "shatters" (p.66), though an ex'istìng

Engì'ish verb, ffiäy be seen as a comDound of "scatters" and

"tatters " (p. 59 ) . The neologism "Syrious" in Latak'ia

fp.171) is also a bJend of "Syrìan" and "serious" and seems

to. be used

speaker.

Èo imply a lack of seriousness on the part of the

In addit,ion, it justifies Rachel's anger at the

uselessness of attempting communication" As she says:.,.

0h , the who'le ques ti on
it's impossible ... hle

of ìanguage, of communication,
invent aìphabets and language
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systems in order to make things.qJear.. But jt
heìp. Once you get beyond letterÇînto wordso
emotions and ideas, it doesn't help at all
Nothing ever changes peop'le who speak the
don't even speak the same language. you. Me.
make the same sounds (p" l7l).

doesn't reaì ìy
i nto

sane I anguage
Al I just

In this respect the declaration made by the Duchess to Ålice in Aljce's

adventures, "Take care of the senseo and the sounds will take care

of themselves" (p. .|2ì) proves to be insufficient to establish

proper communìcation and understanding. Sutherland points to the

necessity for the speakerto

celect the proper sound-sequences and express them in a
form that wi'll not mislead his listeners. In other
words, it is not sufficient for a speaker to'take care
of his own sense' (i.e., to determine what he wishes to
convey) and frame his utterance so as to be clear to
hìmself, paying no spec'ial heed to tfle s'igns wh'ich are
to represent his thought to others. ¿v

Hhat Thomas eventuaììy denounces through the use of "blends"

is the degradation of language, its progressive entropy. The

result of the deterioration of human communication can be found

in the story of the life of Thomas' characters. They suffer from

a sense of fragmentation and fail in the'ir attempts to communi-

cate with the outs'ide worìd. The normal trajectory from I'I' to
?nrrYourPv which language communication usually describes becomes

distorted and the characters wander from "lrr to rrl.rt In this

senseo madness is a consequence of the failure to establish prop-

er u¡.¡derstanding between human beìngs" Madness is not only a

differential behavior but a differential languageo â language

that chooses its own sense - sound rules and appears inaccessjble

to the non-initiate" Thomas views madness as a netaohor for
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actuality since our world is a linguisticajly fragniented universe

where each indjvidual talks his or her orvn ìanguage w'ithout pay-

ing attention to the neaning conveyed. tach of Thomas' female

characters is strongly individual, isolated from otherso try'ing

to break the circle of her isolation. My contention 'is that

Thomas writes as much about language as about, Säy, Isobel. In

fact, I believe her characters and stories are the means by rvhìch

she makes her point about language. Lewis Carroll points to the

ambiguous nature of utterances or sound-sequences or to the jn-

herent danger of using improper djction by putting hìs heroine ìn

ambiguously amusing s'ituations; Thomas denounces the same thing

by putting her heroine in sometimes dramatic sjtuatìons, on the

verge of personality dissolutjon.

"Homophonic gradation" is another way of showing the sound-

process by which the meaning of an utterance finds itself
thwarted, sometimes to the poìnt that an injtial x sentence be-

comes a final z sentence, wjthout any connect'ion between the two.

Sutherland quotes an interesting fittle poem from Carroll to a

younger brother and sister which exemp'lifies this type of commun-

ication fai'lure through d'istortion of sounds. The first five

lines are here relevant:

Tutor: What is twice three?
Scout: What's a rice tree?
$[['--neu¿: t{hen is ice free?
SuE:lu6Tcout: t+Jhat's a ni ce fqq?
PupiT-(Tïmîãïv): Half a guinealrr

By the tinre the receiver (pupil)gets the question from the sender

(tutor) it has been so distorted that the answer given ("half a
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guinea") makes no sense" Thomas herself explores the extent to

which sound sequences become distorted and for this purpose she

sometir€s resorts to the use of another ianguage, name'ly French.

Here are a few exampìes borrowed from Blown Fiqures: "Nous

allons/Noose ajone/Nurse aìong" (p. 173) or "Heure H" (p. 69),

which stands for "her ôge"; even the African invocation"Mmere

dane" (p. 282) sounds (fort.uitous'ly?) ì ike the French "Ì'1ère

darnnée. "

Among other devìces, Lewis Carroll uses etymology in order

to justify and expla'in his invention of portmanteau words in the

Jabberwocky poem. When Thomas uses etymoìogy, ìt appears almost

as a last recourse in an effort tocircumscribe the "real" mean-

ing of a word which common usage has spoiìt. In !1Ë-_l]_q_gd she

uses thi s devi ce tv¡i ce , once to establ 'i sh a I i nk between grãve ,

an lrexcavation to receive a corpse," and grãvid, "pregnant"

(p. 150) and the other time to establish a connect'ion between

vulture, "a vulture" and vulnerable. in the ìight of th'is

exp'lanation, Mrs. Blood can assert: "I am vulnerable; I am

allied to vulture" (p" 207)" It is no surprìse to the reader

then to see the vulnerable patient falìing prey to "circ'ling

vultures." At other tjmes, she simpìy Uses definitions to the
</

same effect" --

lrlonsense or conürunication failure is effected through the

sound/sense distortions of lex'ical units or phrases. However,

larger linguistic units such as whole sentences can be affected

by syntactical deficiencies and made incomprehensib'le as well. i

have shown how it is grammaticaììy incorrect to iuxtapose two
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words of a different grannnatical nature by means of a conjunction

of coordination. In Blown Figures, further examples of syntactical

mistakes are discovered. I should like to pay attention to two part-

icular instances of obscured import due to the lack of referential

and/or structuraì meaning. The first one reads as follows: "The l'iz-

ard does not eat pepper and sweat break out on the frog"(p. 340). The

idiom may work as a parable in Thomas' prose, signifying that whoever

does the act suffer the consequence. However, this passage presents

some problems for the reader unacquainted with the idiom. The sent-

ence then appears out of context and its meaning remains enigmatical.

Normally, the function of the anaphorous determiner "the" for both 
33

lizard and frog is to convey the implication that both creatures are

known to the speaker and the reader. Yet, if the latter is not familiar

wì th the wri ter's referent'ial worl d, he w'i I I fa'i I to understand and

establish the proper relatjon between the passage and the remainder

of the text. Hence, this exampìe can also serve to pose the larger

question of the, nelation between the artist and his audience.

The other instance of obscured statement in Blown Fiqures

is the fol1owing: "the serpent hangs between the two app'les:

Knowledge and Life and Death" (p. 284) " The difficu'lty here 'is

due to the lack of ìogic pertaining to numbers; indeed the two

apples are expected to be "Knowledge and Life" or "Knowledge and

Death" or "Life and Death," but not "Knowledge and Life and Death,"

because that Ís one too manv! It may be assumed that the speaker views

"Knowledge and Life" as onìy "one app'le" or "life and Death" as

another'apple," yet since nothing in the text makes it clear
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for the readere we are forced to conc'lude to the speaker's

failure at expressing a clear idea. In Mrs. Blood also, there

is an example of obscured import caused by lack of structural or

referenti al consi stency. l,lhen f{rs " Bl ood recal ] s "Jack

standing outside the New" (p. 85), one expects someth'ing eìse

than an adjective in nominal function after the definite art'icle.

ïf "the richorr rrthe poor," "the blind," "the Engìjsh," are

recorded forms of Eng'lish usage, such ìs not the case of "The

Newï Perhaps Thomas means to warn the reader

against sloppy statenents but she may aiso be pointing to the

lack of inherent logic of ìanguage, despite the use of "grammati-

cal rules. " Besjdes, sorneone who suffers a sense of d'issociation

from reality, who feels alienated from the outside wmld cannot

be required to be always consistent with her 'language. Thus an

'incomp'lete sentence may be the mirror reflection of an ìncomplete

thought. Mrs. Blood is aware of it as she asserts: "A sentence

is a group of words expressing a complete thought. But there

are sentences and sentences" (p. ì96). In a world Thomas de-

picts as chaotic, where indìviduals are on the verge of dissolu-

t'ion, sentences are not aìways what granrnarians want them to be.

Audrey Thomas tries to stress the importance of proper

statenents and dictíon for human consnunication to be possjble.

As she explores aì1 the aspects of the probìemo she realizes

that the entropy of language is in part due to our lack of effort

at making things clear. But there are a'lso deeper psychoìog'ica'l

motifs to the ineffectuality of language communicationn wh'ich is

demonstrated through the story of her main character" Suffering
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from a neurosis, she fails to act according to the strict rules

imposed by the outside world when preciseÏy she has rejected that

outside worìd. Thomas is a'lso concerned with the extent to

which a chaotic civilization can only produce a language devoid

of solid structures. It is indeed d'ifficult to assess which

cories first and leads to the other's deterioration: the decline

of a civ'ilization or that of a ìanguage.

Thomas denounces our habits of constantly lying about the

nature of reality by hiding beneath nice words what ìs considered

as dirty. Such is the case of words relating to sexe wolnen's

pregnancy, the body's natural functions, etc. And in

particular, the author signaìs our faìlure to educate equal'ly men

and wonen about these topics. Her fjction points to many 'in-

stances 'in which euphemismsj4 are employed to avert a djrect

contact with the "th'ing" descrjbed. The Isobel C'leary of Songs

is taught to feel dirty about her own body so that special derog-

atory terms are used to describe menstruation: "the curse,"

"falIing off the roof," "getting your grandmother." And she adds:

Parts of the body and bodily functions had nicknames as
wel I . A vagi na lvas a 'tookje,' a peni s (al though
rarely nentioned) a 'teakettle,' a bowel movement a
'grunter' or a 'da'ily duty. ' It was al I very coy and
sonehow dìrty (p" 64)"

Thomas'frustration reaches a pitch of anger as she questions the

reasons for the silence that surrounds "pain and birth and

blood." 35 Mrs. Blood is her spokesman when she asks: "What do

you caÏì your periodse among yourse'lves? blhat do you fee'l about

virginity, sex, contraception?" (p" 83). Women, like black
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people are treated as inferioru djrty and Thomas cries out

against the'ir state of n6gritude in our world. Thomas often

describes a strong enmity between her female and maìe protago-

nists" The Rachel of Latakia cannot but proc'laim her freedom

against her lover Michae'l and all that he represents: a misogy-

nisto male-oriented world. She opts for her own freedom, her

right to be a writer rather than submìt to the stereotype Michael

wants to impose on her. Instead, Hester (his wjfe) can assume

that role of "mother" to h'im. Rachel's monologue reveals both

her dilemma and her decision:

Perhaps one of the reasons I get so angry at Hester
. is because she has made a cho'ice which I am no

ìonger free to make. She has chosen you over the
pursuit of her art. For ne, that'is no ìonger a possi-
bìl'ity. I want both (love and art), but I can't give
up thê secondfor the first That's ¿tove,
'Tis woman's whole existenceT what rnen want to thjnk,
that's what they need to thjnk, especia'l1y men like
you--egotists--ambitious and so very insecure. Hester
rea1ly is the perfect wife for you She is the
wìfe as mother (your mother) " (p. 73).

Thomas contends that in our world, women live'in a ghetto, fear-

ing to nane their own bodies. l4ade to feel dirty about their

own nature (whjch is due to an extent to the influence of Chris-

tianjty on our way of thinking--something Thomas fights against

by ridiculing the religious ceremonial), wonen try to mas*querade

it by constructing a "cleå¡, well-ìighted mythology" made of

"laCies' magazines,"36 which is onìy an escape from reaìity.

Thomas makes Mrs. Blood explain:

L¡fe as it should lived. Flowers on the dinner table
Escape literaturee or is it reaììy? Is it not
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sadism of a particularly nasty kind? Can you ìive up

t,o this woman or that dress or this complicated recìpe?
And of course, Vou can't. " (p " 67) .

}Jhile euphemisms prevent access to understanding women's nature,

Isobel Cìeary in Songs yearns "over the bright and sh'iny rnothers

in the Journal and tloman's HonE CompanÍon, slim'waisted, beauti-

fulìy grooned . or out walking with their golden daughters

." (p" 65). It is interesting at this po'int to turn to

Sutherland's expìanation of the use of euphemisms:

When the emotional associations surround'ing a g'iven
thing are extended to the word which synrboìises it, men

ofteñ will avoid using the word because of the emotional
shock it has come to provide for them as indiv'iduals
and for other men" t{ords symbol'izing "taboo" referents
may themselves thus cone to be "taboo." blhen this has
occurred and the thing symbolised by the word must for
sorïe reason be made an object of di scourse, men often
resort to euphemism--the substitutÍon of a less emot'ion-
al'ly-charged word for tlrç one of strong and unde-s'irable
affecti ve connotations.r/

Lewìs CarrolJ shows jn a humorous manner how wOrds can put on

a euphemistic value; for instance, in

words t'dog, " "cat, t' or t'chatte I are so

mouse that he reacts with violence and

Al i ce's Adventures the

negative'ly ìoaded for the

anqer at the mere mention

of these nouns by Alice þ" aZ). Thomas shows how euphemisms

operate in more serious Contexts and thereby denounces woman'S

sìtuationu attacking pretense and the literature that embodjes

pretense, "Escape Literatuie" aS Mrs. Blood calls it' that of

"'ladies' magazines." In contrast to the false ìanguage and real-

ity they d'ispìayo Thomas sets up the story of her heroines who

make attempts at talking openly about their feminity. Songs,

ryIg-_E]gg4, Blown Figures and Latakia are thus to be viewed as
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a form of Iiterature that takes arms against a bourgeo.is

literature and a bourgeois ideal. In songsu Isober cìeary .in

part'icular discovers the ridicule of her "aesthetics of the

beautíful " when she tries to offer roses--an image of the

beautifu]--to one of the patients of the nentaj ward, ironicallv
?e

naned Beatrice.'o The patient's head

fell fonuard into the petals. Then she sat up again and
trembling, wrenched off some of the petaìs and put them
in her mouth. Chewed them. Swallowed them. pjcked
off sorne more Âo thatJ by the end of the week
she hao eaten every one of them (p. 165).

The moral of the story, as it were, is that the "æsuretics of the

beautiful" is superseded by t.he aesthetics of ugliness, dirt,
pain, what Rachel in Latakia rvill later call "the aesthetics of

the flesh" (p. l7l). The Surgica'l l^Jard of the mental asylum in

Sonqs provides Thomas with a metaphor for the way in which art

should be performed;

k/atching operations became like watchìng a balìet.
There was such timing, such precision, such control. I,
who had lived most of my life in chaos and disorder

. found in the 0R a beauty and self-control that was
created out of painu ug'l'iness and decay Inside
fthe operation roo4T tñe doctors were translated into
gods (p" I 99 ) "

And indeed, Thomas' art neets the above criteria.

If the reader gets arrested in his read'ing by the apparent

chaotic structure of B_lown Figures or the d'ispìay of nonsensical

utterances, neo]ogi sms , errors i n pronunci at'ion or spel ì i ng and

dismisses Thomas' fictionn he will miss much of what is essential

to her work: her legitimate interest in the nature and functjon
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of language, her concern for the degradation of language, po.ints

that she interweaves with great craftsmanship into the texture of

the pìot. If Isobel rejects the idear of life that fairy-ta'l.r 39

may have imparted to her as a chi'ld, it is because that ideal

proved deceitful. There has been no charmjng prince wajting for
heru only a deceitful Richard and an estranged husbanc. And I

believe the excerpts from fairy-tales or nursery rhymes wh.ich

Thomas incorporates into her fiction should be read with much

prudence as they embody the wrong kind of literature or life-
vÍsion to which some of her heroines have once attached themselves.

Thomas warns the reader against thjs kind of escape literature

by often distorting it.40

The language that depicts the world wh'ich surrounds the fe-

ma'le narrators in Thomas' writing lies to them. For Ínstance,

attributes4l designating coìours have been so narrowìy interpreted

through re]igious bias that they have become worn symbols of

moral quali'tÍes rather than mere colours" such 'is the case of

"white" which, as Mrs. Blood remarkso evokes purity in anyone's

mind whiìe "black" connotes evil " An yet to her own surprise,

she admits that "black lihìte Fathers" exist (p. ]06) and that Mel-

ville perceived white as a poss'ibly "s'inister,' coìor (p. 162).

Furthermore, some attributes such as the adjective "pretty,"

"newr " "true" are relati ve terms whose speci fic rneanings ,'vary

with the user's conception" of them and with the receiver's con-

ception too.42 In Thomas' writing, as in Carro'll,s, problems

of proper evaluation stem from the comparative nature of adjec-

tives. Mrs. Blood comrnents: "but as he says she ís quite young
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and very pretty I couldn't place her. She must have been,'if I

even saw her at all, iust another young and pretty face" (p. 74).

The problem may appear more serious when the inherent ambigu'ity

of a comparatìve term leads one to make paradoxica'l statenents'

such as the one uttered by Isobeì in Blown Figures: "I've s'lept

with other IIEn. I've never been unfaithful , ho" (p. al2).

Seemingly, Isobel's frane of reference must be different from

that of Delilah who admits: "I don't know what you meôn

I don't get it" Franklyo I don't get you" (p. al2). In addj-

tion,the narrator of Mrs. Blood points to the djffjculty of

deciding even for herself what is right or wrong: "I knew the

way you knor,¡ something for sure, know'it so hard it " makes

your heart thump, even when what you know for sure is wrong" (p.

86). The power of an attribute to deceive may be so strong as to

be akin to partaking consciousìy of a crimìnal act. Mrs. Thing

in Mrs Blood bÍtter'ly acknowledges her feeling of utter helpless-

ness As she hears that a "rjtual murder is not murder, it'is

ritual,' (p. 105). 0n two other occasions, Thomas' character

reveals the sometimes redundant effect adiectivesmay produce

when associated with nouns that partly contain the same element

of information as they do. Mrs. Thjng's statement "But to beg'in

at the new beginn'ing" (p. 131) or the title of the book Isobel

C'leary, in Songs, reads - "True Confessions" (p.'137)-are such

examp'les "

Inaworld of chaos where anything can npan an_ything, Thomas'

characters grope for understandi4 and One can See the who'le

journey rnotif as a search for meanjng and a better comprehension
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of the reality of ìanguage" This quest involves a coming across

nuû€rous and varied situations in which the heroines must dis-

mantie ìanguage, undo its mechanism, as it werg and try the lang-

uage of their alienation against that of the outside wor'ld.

Thomas' hero'ines keep c'lashing against words, fumb'ling w'ith thejr

neaning(s)u grop'ing for more information somewhere else. As the

narrative unwjnds, it can safeìy be assumed that they do acqu'ire

a finer perception of the nature of spoken or written words, of

language's intrìcaciesu of peop'le's carelessness and lack of

concern for true human uncierstand'ing and it can further be

assuned that the result of the'ir inqu'iry is presented to us in a

re-constructed form, as Thomas' fictjon. I shal'l presently

examine sorre other ways in which these female characters try to
relate to the outside world, everyday ìanguage or find themselves

increas'irigly isolated by a n ack of enriching conrnun'ication.

Lexical ambìguity can be the source of misunderstanding,

irony, ìaughter. Lewis Carroli exp'loits it in a comical, humor*

ous fashion in many 'instances.43 As for Thomas' character, Mrs.

B'lood, she recalls a past incident whjch took place'in the ìnsane

asyìum in which one of the patients called out: "Gìve it to me

give it to me" (p" 67)" Taken out of contexto the phrase is sub-

ject to free interpretation on the part of the ljstener. I[ma,v

sound like a sexual invitation or it can be interpreted fitera'lly

ly as "give it to me" (thougfr,'in th'is case "it" remajns inde-

terminate) or it can be interpreted the way thenurse does as:

'li'll give it to you a'lright if you don't stop that racket" (p.

67). The nurse is probabìy aware that the pat'ient intends soûÌe-
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thing else, yet as she has neither the time, nor the desire to

înquire about the possible meanjng of the utterance in the

speaker's mind, she deiiberately emphasizes one of the other

possible significations of the phrase. Thjs is a way to get her-

se'lf out of a situation in wh'ich an effort is required to make

understanding and communication possible. The patient remains

unattended, ìocked with her request wjthin the walls of her

alienation.

Mrs" Blood is also aware of the natural ambiguity that arises

from speaking of "a lady in the street" (p.68). This phrase'is

used euphemist'ically to refer to a prostjtute so that the narra-

tor must add precision to what she says if she neans to be under-

stood accurateìy. The eventual consequence of such a necessity to

constantly specify may lead to a sentence of the type: "l,ie saw

a'lady in the street who ìs not a lady in the street but a woman

in the street . ." The listener or the reader has to be

on his guard as he may not be certain of when an utterance is

meant literally or not" One would not expect any one to take the

expression "dead as a doornai'1" jiterally 44thorgh the young

Isobe'l Cleary of Songs almost takes a simi'lar expression ìitera1ly

when her grandfather tells her s'ister to get "the Pope's tele-

phone number," a funny phrase he has coined to refer to "Vat 69"

(p" lt3)" It comgas no surprise to the reader that am'idst thjs

jungle of names, sense or nonsense, Isobel Cleary, or Mrs. Blood

or the more mature Isobel of Blown Figures or Rachel fail to readpro-

Frly Signs like "D0 NOT PiCK THE FL0WERS," "TRESPASSERS þliLL BE

PRQSECUTED," "JQURNEY'S END." The question then is: when is one
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supposed to know that words filean what they mean ' to use Humpty

Dumpty's easy definition. l.lhen do words start being signse omens

rather than rere words? Thomas lets her characters wander and

dri f t through the I abyri nths of 'l i ngu'i st'i c i ntri cac'ies "

Mrs. Blood imagines herself makjng up "a crazyworldwhere all

the fathers and mothers were cal'led 'Father' and 'llother' and

the dogs were called'Dog'and the babies 'Baby"'(p.88). in

other words she consi ders the possi b'i I i ty not of cal I j ng i ndi v'id-

uals by their personal names (or in terms of her relation to

them) but of simp'ly viewing them as the members of a word-class

/father/, /mother/ " etc., in whjch all members are anonymous.

According to the French ìingu'ist Jean Lavêdrine, determ'iners

(the, fly, â, that, this, etc.) more or less convey this effec-

tive actjon of organizing the outside world relative'ly to the

speaker.45 If the definjte article--as in "the father," for

instance--implies a personal vision or apprehension of the world,

the absence of artìcle (whjch relegates the noun "father" to the

state of a 'lexica] item /father/) clearìy s'ignals the lack of

re'lation between the speaker and the outside vrorld then seen as a

mass of anonymous items.

l4rs. Blood is right to imag'ine such a world as crazy-- and

thjs is the important term in regards to Thomas' ideas--because

communication would be utterjy imposs'ible between individuals

with no identity, i.e., no particular nane to characterjze each

one of them.

0n a smalìer sca'le, the consequence of generalizatjon, of

defining a human being in terms of h'is rac'ial or natjonal char'
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acteristics may impair the comprehension of his oneness and

further lead to racial prejudice. Audrey Thomas percept'iveìy

remarks in Mrs. Blood the habitual association made in North

America between a kind of "frog face" and "the face of the older

Negro" (p. tl0). Ms. Thomas examines other cliches that are

quickly and careless'ly employed about Jewso or handjcapped

J1G,

people ao and which tead to some form of preiudjce. And while the

existing stock of words is immense and can be p'layed with ad

infinitum, the artist Rachel, in Latak'ia discovers that "the sea

is so many different colours" and yet "there is no word for blue"

(p. 67). There is no available class name to describe artist-

icalìy the colour of the sea just as there is no available class name

to speak of Lewis Carrol'l's Gryphon or many of his other unique

characters.

As a matter of factu Carro'll uses such proper names as

t'Humpty Dumpty," "Tweedledum" and "Tweedledee," "Haigha and

Hatta," because there exists no availab]e class nane to designate

the individuals he wants to describe" Be'ing each a unique repre-

sentative of his kind, onìy a personal nane can help to convey

the shape he is, as it were. 0f course, it is reasonable to

argue that proper names are usualìy totally arbitrary signs

whjch in no way can convey any idea of what a person is ljfie.

For one th'ing, a personal name--at least in the Qccidental world

--is not chosen by the individua'l himself but is more or less

arbitrarily bestowed on him at bjrth. Thus, proper narIES can be

seen as inappropriate to convey informatìve47 connotations and

simply may be said to serve to identify objects. The self-
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important Humpty Durnpty is aware of the un'iqueness of his name.

The class/Humpty Dumpty/ is composed of the one nember "Humpty

Dumpty" and is therefore a closed set" The visual representation

Alice can form of Humpty Dumpty is jndissociable from his name.

Alice, inasmuch as she appears to him in the Looking Glass world

as a unique representative of her own classo shou'ld be treated

by Humpty Dumpty vli th equal respect. Instead, he di sdai nf uì 'ly

remarks: "w'ith a name like this, you might be any shape,almost"

(p" 263). I suspect that Humpty Dumpty is Lewis Carro'll's

spokesman, to make the reader aware that there are a few individ-

uals in our world called "Alice," be they French, Engl'ish, fat

or thine so that the name "Alice" taken out of its frame of

reference can appiy to any of them and fails to describe the

individual characterist'ics of the one referred to.

Thomas also shows that persona'l nanes only point to nonent'ity

for a listener unacquainted w'ith the indjviduals thus designated.

Mrs" Th'ing, in Mrs. Blood (whose name incjdentally points to

anonymity as well) repeats fragments of a conversfion she listens

to:

Dear Sabina was there and Frances who had brought dear
Trevor and was comp'lain'ing " Anyway, somebody had
brought aìong one of the Polish wives and Evao the
Spanish girl u was going to be there too Mrs
Maka sat on one corner with her lìttle boy
It was a'ìl rather awkward as tva hadn't shown up at all
and Ann, who had invìted the Polish girl had assured
that (pp. 74-75) "

Mrs. Thing herself admits that she feels her "strangeness"

foreignness" as these women utter sounds "which are mostly nean-

ing'less" to her (p. 75). The narne "Haldo" also appeurc on..48
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with no Other reference to that "ind'ividual" elsewhere in the

novel so that the receiver feels total]y aìienated from the out-

side rvorld where sounds exist w'ithout sense.

Nonetheless, t,he debate is not easì1y closed. Although

Sutherland argues that CarrolI "subscrjbed to MiI'l's doctrine,

that proper narnes serve to merely identjfy obiects, and, as

labelso to connote nothing whatever about the attrjbutes of

their referents," 49 one must consjder the extent to trhjch person-

al narnes are part of the historical , geneaìog'icaì, ph'ilosoph'ical

or re]ìgious traditions. Bjblical names are still wjdely used

and according to Lareìna Rule, "the old legendary gods and god-

desses of long-forgotten races still exist 'in names we sometimes

give our children today."5o In thìs sense, one can trace the

meanjng of "Alice" back to its Greek origin "Alethia" as

,,'the Truthful one,'a crecian who knew neither l'ie nor decep-

tion."5f Qne may wonder whether Lewis CarrolI knew the origina]

mean'ing of the nane "Al'ice" and played with it, creating a

character who belies her nane by constantly appearing to the

creatures of l,Jonder'land and tl'eLooking Gless as a j'iaro a decejtful

i ndi vi dua'l .52

Literature often records this type of demystificatjon enter-

prise in naming.5i "Rachel" is a Hebrew name whìch means "A

ewe . The personi fieati on of gent'leness and patì ence whi I e suf fer-

ing.,' Mjchael , another Hebrew name "Mjkhae'1" signifies "l{ho 'is

like Godo a spiritual and orderly one who practised abso'lute

truth.,' 54 The story of_!-e!akia_ shows that Rachel 'learns in

fact to be an i ndependent woman who casts out Mj chael --descri bed
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first as a god but who turns out to be an egot'istical, decejt-

man.

Furthermore, one must record the desire some individuals feel

sometimes to change thejr names. Mrs. Blood notices "George

Tet'ly gdonkor wjsh fsicJ to be known and calìed Rynors

Mensah Qdonkor" (p. .|89), a sign that he has come to reject the

name that betrays his colonizatìon. Also, proper or general

names do possess their own magjc, i.e., they are invested t'/jth

an autonomous exjstence and a power of thejr own and the words

themselves are regarded aS some Sort of "magica'l token" having

supernatural power over natural phenomena. Sometimes the affec-

tjve force of these words l'ies in the meanings they embody, but

not always. Such js the case of "Africa," Isobel's Af¡ica, "The

ShadOWr,,,,bat,,,,,CaVe,,55 "OU1ed'iCtOfiAn,r' Of "SalUdatOfian. "S6

In the last two cases, the mag'ic of words may be said to be

associated with the meresounds these words produce'

There is yet one last aspect of both Carroll's and Thor¡as'

concern for language that must be dealt wjth. The Victorian

vJriter illustrates on one occasjon hjs awareness that language

can be used to talk about language and, as Sutherland explajns,

that "verbal symbolS may be used to refe¡ to other verbal sym-

bols.,,57 Hence Carroll establishes a distinction among th'ings,

the names of things and the names of names of th'ings' The I'lh'ite

Knight wants to s'ing ¿ song for Alice:

"The name of the song is called 'Haddocks' Eyes' "'
"0h, that's the name of the song''is it?" Al'ice
sa'id
i'No, yo, don't understand," the Knight said
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"That's what the name is called. The name reallv is
'The aged aged man. "'
"Then I ought to have saíd 'That's what the Song 'is
cal led?' " Al'ice corrected hersel f .

"No, you oughtn't: that's qu'ite another th'ingl The
song is calìed 'Ways and Means': but that's only
what it's calìed, you knowI"
"þJel I , what ì s the song, then?" sai d Al i ce
"I was coming to that," the Knightsaid. "The song
rea'lìy is 'A-sìtt'ing 0n a Gate': and the tune's my
own inventim

Thomas includes a sÍmilar instance'in one of her novels, Mrs.

Blood, which I shall quote here: "The name of this street is

Rue de la rue And I forget the name of that street, but

the name of this street is Rue de la rue and'it on'ly goes one

vJay" (pp. a9-50). The thing's name is "rue," the French for

"street." But the name of the street/rue--the label identìfy'ing

the object to whìch it is affixed--is: "Rue de la rue. " Thus

the name of the name "rue" is "Rue de la rue," a phenomenon per-

tajning to what linguìsts cali a metalanguage. If the written

word "Rue" is spelt w'ith an upper case "R" and can be d'ifferen-

tiated frcm the word "rue" spelt with a lower case "r," a listen-

er cannot make such dist'inctìon as there exists oniy one pronun-

ciation of the word. The import of the above statenient is

therefore very confus'ing. In addition, Mrs. Blood's statement

sounds all the more puzzling as she er.nploys the determiner this/

that to make a difference between the names of two streets which

in fact are both named "Rue de la rue." Also, Thomas deìights in

playing with the equivocaì mean'ing of "'it only goes one way,"

since the phrase can sign'ify that the street is a "one way

street" or that once the statement has been made,'it cannot

be erased and must be interpreted "one way. " The utterance "Rue
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de la rue" can only be written one-way since the difference be-

tween upper and lower cases enables the reader to díst'inguish

between ,,Rue"-as-x and "rue"-as-x. Replacìng these nouns

respectively by X and x, the utterance reads as "x of x." In

this sense, it truly goes one way s'ince X of x f x of X' How-

ever this difference is erased at the phonetic level, that of

spoken language. Since there is no way one can djfferentiate

"Rue" frgm "rue" in SpOken FrenCh, the Statement "Rue de la rue"

also sounds like "rue de la rue," jn which case x = x. Then,

to say that "it only goes one wayil becomes a lie since the two

terms X and x are interchangeab'le and X of x = x of x" Needless

to say, Thomas cleverìy inter'weaves these games with language

ìnto the body of her fiction' as an ev'idence of the necess'ity

to djst'inguish between wrìtten and uttered language'

As I have demonstrated, Thomas' concern for language 'in the

manner of Lew'is Carroll proves to be qu'ite varied. She deals

with both spoken and w¡itten languages, clìches, stereotyped-or

set-phrases , homophoni c or semant'i c ambi gui ty, sentence-Structure'

etc., and the language of her fiction then'is meta-language.

Thomas chajlenges the reader in his expectation of her wnit'ing

by constantly undermining the validity of what is said or

written. Words have become worn too'ls and fail to bring con-

cision to one's utterances. The result of the deterioration of

language which Thomas denounces can be seen in the way in whjch

her characters fail to grasp the real mean'ing of what'is said

or to communi cate posi ti veìy w'ith the outs'ide worl d ' Because

language does not make sense or convey proper information, the
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World that surrounds Thomas' characters has ceased to cohere,

pushi ng them 'i nto al i enat j on and madness . The wri ter' s f i ct'i on

ainrat being anticonventìo,nal, chaotic, and even shocking. It

represents Thomas' battlefield on whìch she fights equally

against prejudice, taboos or sloppy stateÛlents. Her Ijterature

stands in dÍrect opposition to the type of fictjon disp]ayed ìn

'escape I j terature' or" for that matter, fa'iry-tales. It i s in

fact apparent that she deconstructs the tradìtional fa'iry-

taìe by settjng the story of her characters antinom'ically to that

of Carroll's Aljce in partjcular' a point whjch will be examjned

in the next section of thìs studY.



Chapter Three:

Thomas and Carroll: Trvo Sides of the Looking Gìass

As I have suggested in the second chapter of this study,

Thomas relies on Carroll's clever p'lay on ìanguage and to a great

extent uses sìmjlar devices to convey her ideas. However, She

departs from him jn one fundamental way: her play with 'language

tends towards seriousness, irony, an abrupt and p'lajn denounce-

ment of our responsi bi'l 'i ty for the degradati on of I anguage , wh'i I e

carroll deals w'ith it l'ightly. The sense of humour derived from

the Alice books suffices to release the reader's tension and to

provide him wjth a good piece of entertainment whjle Thomas'

epigraph to "alI the Alices"'in Blown Figures suggests that her

fjctìon is prescriptive and corrective. In fact, Thomas'novels

constitute "Alice books" for grown-up Alices who are Isobel

cleary, Mrs. Blood, Isobel and Rachel. i now propose to show'in

which various ways Thomas' works differ from their Source, the

Alice books, and how they are designed prescriptively by Thomas

for Alice. Though the two authors choose to tackle sim'ilar

themes, the'ir treatment varies a great deal. And so does the

structure of the'ir fiction. In the first part of this chapter I

wish to deal with the authors' treatment of themes and show how

they serve to di fferenti ate Thomas' from Carrol I 's fj ct'i on ' In

the second part, however, I propose to approach the problem.in

terms of genre. In otherwords, i shall djscuss the Al'ice books
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from a genre perspective and see if they be'long to the realm of

fa.iry-tales or the world of Fantasy. I shall subsequently turn

to Thomas to verjfy that our conclusions on Carroll's work do not

apply sati sfactori ìy to Thomas' "

The reader knows for a fact that Alice dreams her whole ad-

venture through the Looking Glass world or l'Jonderland' Although

Thomas does not formulate such a clear statement as to the nature

of "Isobel'S" adventures, it may be deduced Fromthe analogy to

Carroll's tales that she intends to present her characters'

stories also as the development of a dream. In fact, with Blown

Figures, Thomas makes jt clear to the reader that Isobel's story

iS not real and that she launches into a dream-adventure: "None

of this was real so why not adcpttÞmporarily a sister or a

frìend?" (p. 34). The word 'boat' becomes a symbo'l, "a dream

represent'i ng change, exodus , adventure, anythi ng to anyone " ' "

(emphas.is added, p. 4). Thus, the point of d'ivergence betuieen

Carroll and Thomas does not lìe'in the fact of dreamjng but in

the nature of the dream.

Boredom and curiosity are factors that jnitiate Al'ice's

journey into the imag'inary world of wonderland. The first ljnes

ofthetaleopenonthisacknowledgement:''Aljcewasbegìnnìng

to get very tired of sittìng by her sister on the bank, and of

havìng noth.ing to do,'(p. 25). Boredom sets her body, but not

her mjnd, to s'leep. By envis'ioning the whole adventure of

Llonderland (p . 162) Alice's imagination escapes the boundaries

of dull reality. Even Al'ice's older s'ister later admjts the

attractjon Wonderland exerts on the imag'ination because of jts
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Sense Of motjon, openness and excìtement. She knows she has "but

to open her eyes again and all wil'l change to dul'l reaìity"

(p. 163)" Alice's story unw'inds as the fulfjllment of a happy

vi s'i on .

0n the contrary, the iourney of Thomas' characters reveals

'its nightrntjsh nature. l,lhat in'itiates Isobel Cleary's trip away

from Harry! cottage is the unwanted loss of her grandpa's p'lace'

As she phrases it:

Two things happened to me the summer I was seventeen:
my grandfáther sold h'is summer p'lace and I went to
wór[. on the Hill. The second came about ultimately from
the first, for it was because there was no more Jour-
ney,s End that I had to spend my.summer in the city for
thé first time in my (remembered) lìfe. I couldn't
believe it (P. 133).

The amputation netaphor p'inpo'ints the character's frustation and

helplessness at hav'ing to put up with an undesired happen-ing:

"jt was like a cruel and unnecessary amputat'ion, done 'in the

nìght so that I woke up m'inus a vital limb . '" (p'133)'

Thus, the loss of the cottage due to external, uncontrollable

events leads Isobel to face ugl'iness, Pain, chaos, madness.

The wonderland w'ith which Alice mingìes is a world of play

whereas the wonderland that appeared to Isobel Cleary as the

real one (Harry's place) proves to be deceitful in comparìson

to the dìsplayed realìty of the insane asylum. In other words,

songs describes two types of journey: the 'il1usory one to

Harry,s mountaìns, ful1 Of jOy and games and the real one to

the nrental institute where madness is not effected through games

but through actua'l human beings'tricky and somet'imes wicked
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intentions. Similarly Mrs. Blood's journey originates in her

bleeding. She confesses: "I am here because I bleed" (p. j4).

The trag'ic and frightening experience of 1os'ing a child stands at

the back of the journey motif in this novel as well as the next,

Blown Figures. Now, 'if Michael's involvement with Rachel in

Latakìa is caused partly by boredom, Rachel's comes out of a

more basic need whìch she v'iews as physical but wh'ich the reader

knows to be intellectual ('in the sense that it stimulates her

wri ting) "

Also, all of Thomas' characters undergo the direct experience

of losing something or someone whereas by her uniqueness and

prìviieged position Alice is kept safe from suffering, say, from

a relative's death.

Though she meets evil-intent'ioned creatures like the Red

Queen, she never has a persona'l experience of death. In the

Alice books, death remajns under the form of a verbal threat. It
belongs to the rølm of the (open) future. Dying as a fact (for

the foetus ) and as a mental process (where the character goes

through a psycho'logìca'l defeat) beìongs to the realm of the

(closed) past and constitutes the core of Thomas' fiction and of

Mrs . Bl ood i n part'i cul ar.

Concomitant to the boredom that describes Alice's monotonous

l'ife is the concept of present time as statjc. The present

appears as a series of dull moments to the poìnt that Aljce falls

asleep. And sleep is an image of stasis. In contrast to this

uneventful concrete present, stands another kind of present em-

bodjed in the present of the journey narrat'ion which is a becoming¡
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an aperture to the future and its absorption into a rich deploy-

ment of exc.iting actions. As soon as the journey begins and

spreadsitspresence,theformerpresenttimeofAljce,sdull

life disso]ves into a formless, blurred past" Hence, the Alice

booksemphasizetheoppositìonbetweenapastvaguelysketched

ìntheopeningandc]osingpagesofthetales,essentiallymade

of ruies of obedience and good behaviour and a present full of

(future) promises fived by Alice as she progresses through the

land of !,londer. Though Alice makes some references to her real

l.ife and fam.ily on her way, these instances remain scarce and

casual and do not serve to gìve more importance tothe realjty of

the now past; rather they function as an jnducement to the iour-

ney.

In thi s respect, Thomasr wri ti n9 d i ffers from i ts I i terary

source.inherfiction,pastandpresentcounterpointeach

other; the past (j.e., all that has happened to the character

up to the moment of narration/utterance) feeds the present, as it

were'mak'ingitmoremeanjngfu.|ormtredramaticallyvoid.It

keepssurgìngbackandforth,causingthecharactertosuffer

fromasenseoffa.ilureandincompleteness.Thepresentinthis

case is statìc and bínding and consists in the narrative unroll-

ing of the ,,posthumous" past. It serves prescriptìve'ly to teach

Thomas,femaleprotagonistsaboutthede]udìngnatureofthe

past and its resemblance to an Aì'ice-ljke feast'

IsobelCieary,ìnSongs,becomesaware,throughthemental'

narratìve reconstnuction of her yearìy trips to Harry's cottage

of the'ir deluding nature'in contrast to what she later encounters
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in the asylum. Spatiaì and temporaì djstance grant her sìght

and luc'idity. Invojved as she is in a confused relatjonship w'ith

Jason, Richard and possib'ly Jack, 1'1rs, Blood appears to face the

necessity of an abortion. The narrative of her journey whjch 'is

the novel in totum rectifies the past and corrects the erroneous

view the heroine had of her act.

Simjlarly, the Isobel of Blown Figures recapitulates through

her symbolical African journey the sum total of her errors, the

problems of her relationship w'ith Jason. In particular the nar-

rator po'ints out: "she did not rescue Jason/Kay, she merely

joined hjm and that was the worst thing she could have done

I^lhy had she not seen it . . " (p. 393).1 Th. sometimes

omniscì ent narrator of Bl own Fi gures addres ses I sobe I 'in the

fol I owing terms

Because you were afraid, Isobel. Because you thought
he di dn 't real ly I i ke 'i t-passi on , abandonment ' the
great conflagratìon of a man and a woman cooing
I i ke pi geons, shriek'ing I ì ke sea-bi rds matìng suddenìy
and incredìbly in the frozen air Because-you
accepted, pooi fool , her order lason's mothey' as more

valuable than your chaos (pp. 393-94).

The character has substituted for the hierogamous union its

c'iv'il'ized, unnatural counterpart2 and the departure from natural

cosmic rules has led to a break'ing po'int in Isobel's marriage,

where everything appears as a jie. Rachel, in Latakia, puts

down onto paper the story of her now terminated love affair and

reflects on its meanderings.

what seems to correspond to the Alice-l'ike trip of Thomas'

characters is not one that reads as a promìsing present full of
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four noveìs proves deceitfur. Hence, it cones as no surprìse to

the reader that isobel in Blourn Fjgures teaches all the Alices

about the m'isleading nature of fa'iry-taìes and nursery rhymes by

dismantling them, in partjcular, Hans Chrjstian Andersen's

famous faìry-tales "The Litile Mermaid ', and ',The Snow Queen. "

As for Rachel (Latakia), she finalìy sees the whole relationshio

as the puzzle (game) or as part of a g'igantic look.ing glass chess

game (p. l5). Then, for each of Thomas's heroines, a corrective
journey is introduced in order to clear the character's doubts

as to the nature of reaìity.

Accord'ingly, the time-sequence pattern present in the Al.ice

books js reversed by Thomas jn her novels, as through a m.irror

reflect'ion. 0n the one hand, the past, dulì and formless in

Al ice's case takes shape and assumes consjderable proportions in
Thomas' hands, hauntìng the present of her female narrators. 0n

the other hand, what fì1ls up the present of Alice's journe-v

through extraord'inary events inverseiy equates in Thomas' writinq
with the deceitful past of her heroines, their undertaking the

wrong journey. If we assume the madness metaphor to be most

informative of Al'ice's journey, Isobel cleary's mad voyage begìns

as Al i ce's ends. isobel i s abrupt I oss of a tenaci ous dream

(Harry's wonderìand) initjates her entering into the wonderland

of madness of the asylum, while Alice's loss of her dream

(l.londer'land) corresponds to her qjtingGltof it, her going back

to dullness. If rhomass novels d'ispìay two different journeys,

an ilìusory one and a real one, Lewis carroil's tales speak on'ly
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of one unique journey, into the land of enchantment. The

journey through time in the Alice books reads as the development

of a happy dream which unfolds with and in the present and the

narrative. In Thomas' novels, the journey through tjme reads

as the development of a nightmare.

Hence, it becomes apparent that for Al'ice, Wonderland re-

mains Wonderlandu even more so as the nostalgic memory of her

past childhood will ebb and flow in her adult mind (p. .|64).

She has fallen victim herself to the v'ice of turning everythìng

into a game, so that she is protected from a real and painful

encounter with cruelty (the Queen), absurdìty (trial ) and chaos

(the croquet game). In oppositjon to this easy fajry-tare vision

of life, the mental institute, Africa, the hospita'1, Crete repre.

sent places where Thomas' female protagonjsts have encountered

chaos, fear, defeat, loss and death and have attempted to come

to terms w'ith their past or the concepts of guilt and evil.
Thomas refuses carrol ì 's escape to l.Jonderl and. Her characters '

experiences are grounded in the real and thejr learning consists

ìn accepting both the'ir own shortcomings and ljfe's incons'isten-

cies and cruelty. As the narrator of Blown FÍgures states: ,'A

roaring of tense colours and interlacing of opposites and of all

contradictions, grotesques, inconsistencres, l'ife" (p. 387).

The artìstic metaphor of pa'inting provides the reader wìth an

adequate depìction not only of the disturbjng 'lives of Thomas'

characters, but also of the narrative of their lives, Thomas'

novelistic creations.
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In.thefollowingPages,Iwishtoexamineanothermajor

point of divergence between Thomas' and carrolI's writ'ings' In

the firçt chapter of this thesis, I have stressed the symbolt'c

functjon of sexual inversion in regards to the canadjan and

victorian writers, showjng how they both use female disorderli-

ness to free their characters from overpowering bonds, and them-

selves to an extent too. However, this perspective based on a

soc.io-hi stori ca'1, psychoanalyti ca'ì approach does not take i nto

account another informing approach based on a myth'ica1 view of

thetopjcandwrjtings.inquestion.Itismypurposetherefore

to evoke a few particulars concerning the female protagon'ists'

rolesinbothCarrollandThomasinordertosetthelatter

writerapartfromthefornerandpinpointhermostskilfull

handl'ing of the mYthical .

Ihavepreviouslyindicatedthepossibilitythatbyturnìng

into a queen, and accordjng to the mirror-reflectìng log'ic of

thechessgôffi,AljcealsoputsontheattrjbutesoftheRed

Queen, whose cojour characterjzes some of Thomas' hero'ines and

wh.ich connotes of crime and guììt, if only through the reference

?
to the Scarlet letter.s There is no doubt then that Alice be-

comes a prototype of the passion-controiled female, wild in her

rage.However,th.isnew[l,ayofcons.ideringAljce,no]ongeras

a little gìr'1, but as a demented female ìs only dimìy sketched

.i n carrol I ' s concl udi ng passages of Al i ce 's Adventures and The

Looking Glass (p. 336). My ìntention is now to approach Thomas'

novel, Blown Fjgures, from the same angle and see to what extent

the portrayal of Isobel renders a sjmilar or even more defined
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impressi on. I i ntend to suggest that i n th'is most

experimental novel isobel's wild female powers are restored. For

thís purpose, I shall use nrythocrítical material concernjng the

Great Mother and make sjde-references to some of her substjtutes,

Hecate, Artemis, Diana.

In the first pìace, it seems that a historical perspective

that accounts for female unruliness is restrictive because it
ignores the deeper reality of the problem, the myth. As Eveìyn

J. H'inz suggests in her mythocr j ti cal analysì s of Margaret Atwood's

Surfac'ing:

One of the characteristic depictions of the Great Mother
in primitive art is as the "Lady of the Beasts," wherein
she is p'ictured either in the company of animals or as
an animal herself. Stimulat'ing such iconograph'ic rep-
resentat'ion, as Erich Neumann and others have explajned,
were the worship of the Great Þlcther as tlie progenitrix of all
liv'ing th'ings, and the specìfic ident'ification of the
feminine principle wjth the animal world. Consequently,
in the earliest phases of primitjve thought animals were
pictured'inconjunctjon with the feminine not to suggest
specificalìy that they were autonomous creatures under
her protectjon but febher to 'indicate that thev were her
offspri no.4

As I have a'lready pointed out, in Thomasrnovel, there are

obvious references to Isobel as an animal and the mother of an

animal " The heroinets chi ld is descrjbed in theriomorphì c imag-es u

specially the k'id, the pig, the fish and starfish, the bird.

Among these, the kid/little goat punic image designates the off-

spring both as a human being and an animal. A further reference

to the unnaturalness of the "child" --which dupìicates Alice's rem-

ank about the duchessr child (p.87)-- ìs given under the form of an

avowal: " 'If it.had grown up,' she saÍd to-herself, 'it would have

made a dreadfully ugly child...' " (p.ZgZ). 0ther sections
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of.the novel speak of a,babyt5 abnormality and deformìty

(p.58, for instance). As the product of a human and animal

matìng, the chjld fails h'is mother's hope s'ince it bears some hu-

man characterist'icsu and not iust the animal ones which are hers'

Also, the child's description contaìns a composite of the three

elements, Earth (pig, kid), water (starfish, fish) and air (b'ird)

wh.ich part.icularize the Great Mother as the Ruler of Heaven

(a'ir), earth and sea.5

Furthermore u Isobel 'i s dep'i cted through the 1 i terary al I u-

s.i on to Hans Chri sti an Andersen , s tal e , ,'The Li ttl e Mermai d"6 as

a siren wÇ.ro, mythologically, does not act lìke her fa1ry-tale

counterpart but who, on the contrary, is a "winged daemon of

death who haunted graves and the underworld."T By nature, the

siren is endowed wjth the power to kjll and even Andersen's

little mermajd has the potentiaì to use a sharp kn'ife to free

herself from a "human" appearance. Isobel who fluctu-ates be-

tween the two zodiacal signs of the Libra (i.e., the perfect

balance between Virgo and serpens) and of Scorpio (tfre murdering

tajled-animal) possesses the bjpolar tendencies usually assocì-

ated with the Great t'lother, as an unruly woman and a mother of

all.
In addìtion, Isobel's kinsh'ip to dragons and owls (p. 357)

enablesthe reader to view her as an animal wìth dangerous

powers , as the"aff reuse Echi dna m'i -parti e serpent ' m'i -

partieojseaupaìmipèdeetfemmedans]aquelk,Jungveut

incarner ie prototype de la Grand Prostìtuêe apocalyptj -

aque."ö From a psychologica'l viewpoint, the dragon combjnes
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animal, nocturnal and Water characteristics whjch are prìmarily

feminine. Besides, as t.J. Hinz renarks,9 the owl is "the bird

of the goddess in her Hecate avatar" who, incjdental'ly, accordìng
1n

to l,{. Sherwood Fox's The Mythology of Alj Races'" has heavy con-

nections with childbirth, and resembles Artemis, another hybrid

of the Great Mother, vrho uses "goat" as part of her materia

medica. The traditional associations of these jnterrelated god-

desses with the feminine symboljsm of the moon, darkness and

water are also present in Blown Fjgures.ll And perhaps the

following passage wjtnesses the historical degradation of the

myth of the Great Mother's supremacy by its passage through a

ma'le-governed c'i vi I i zation.

In her dream the Dutch Boy came to Isobel as a long-
legged bird. Hjs feathers gìowed in the moonlight.
"Look," he sa'id gently, "the stars have got caught'in
your ha'ir. " trl j th hi s beak he began to d'i sentangi e them '
one by one. The blood from the sharp points of the
stars ran down the back of her neck. Wherever the blood
flowed crimson feathers grew Sudden'ly Isobel
realized the moon was only an enormous white plug ìn 

-ed it out all
manner of terrjble th'ings would come rushìng through
the hole. When she looked jnto the eyes of the Dutch
Boy she saw that he was blindu that hjs two bìind eyes
gìôwed in the mooñTîffiTîke-opals. Suddenlv her
breasts began to bleed and.ç,he woke up scream'ing
(emphas'is ãdde¿, p" 338). 1r

Th'is complex dream which evokes the perversion of a hiero-

gamous union may read as the sign of the loss of the moon's

powers in front of the sky. As for the Dutch Boy, it could per-

haps be suggested that his blindness ejther comes from the reali-

zation of his crime (the deterioration of the femjnine) or from

h.is real "blindness," i.e., his inabiljty to see female supremacy'
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Eventualìy, Isobel's incarnation into a witch13 wìth necro-

mantic practices and her disappearance in the forest, Diana's

universe, at the end of the novel, does not suggest the failure
of myth in the face of history but rather the fa'ilure of hjstory
(as a patriarchal-oriented western heritage) to acknowledge myth

and namely the prevaìence of the Great Mother archetype. The un-

fulfilled wish to see her "tail" grow again (p. 331) that Isobel,

in her identification with Andersen's "ritile mermaid," formu-

lates 14 i, another clear sign of our masculine-orìented fajlure
to adrnit that primitive powers were origjnalìy feminjne. As a

Great Mother prototype, Isobel remains paralyzed by the confinìng

and suffocating narrowness of history that has perverted her

oniginaì "wholeness" and purity.15 Th'is is also why the child

remains fragmented in Thomas'wrjting in contrast to its mythic

counterpart whose successful birth and wholeness signify the

rebirth of the cosmos.

Thus, the reading of rhomas' fiction reveals that history

has swallowed myth and that time appears as the monstrous d.ivjder

between a masculine and feminine orientation, at the expense of

the I atter"

Thomas also makes an attempt dreappropr-iating the myth, in

the guìse of a male-female symbolic sexual inversion and by an

'invocation of chaos, a wanting to return to the starting point

of creatìon" The chaotic structure of Blown Figures sìgnifies

the success of her enterprise"

This assur,rption about the h-istorical pervension of myth also

the femaleverifies itself in the more positive Latakia in which
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creatiVe and destructive powers of Rachel overthrow Mìchael's

pseudo-godliness. In fact, from thjs vantage point, one may even

wonder if Mrs. Blood could read as a positive assertion of female

corruption--as the title suggests--and freedom. One is actually

tempted to interpret Mrs. Blood's apologetical tone towards Jason

(p. 220) (whom she cease'lessìy disavows throughout the narrative)

as a well-calcu'lated instance of disguised cruelty aimìng at hurt-

ing h'im by mak'ing him tragically aware that he is not the father

of the dead ch'ild, that Richard has been her lover and like'ìy the

child's parent too and that the miscarrjage is in fact an abortion.

In this sense, it would also be in keeping with Rachel's cunning

and unpleasant comments to Michael (p. 22).

Both Carroll and Thomas use synrbolic jnversion as a means to

let their characters' frustrations out" There is no doubt that

the type of inversion of roles between Alice and the Queen,

Carroll and women, Isobel and Jason, Rachel and Michael, Thomas

and men, rests on seri ous h'istori cal , psychoì ogi cal or soci o'log-

ical foundations. However, in Audrey Thomas' case, there is a

more satisfy'ing (mythic) development of the unruly woman and the

chaos motifs. Chaos, for Thomas,'is not the mere result of mad-

ness and non-conformity to well-established rules, it is also

structura'lly a basic component of what thepwers of the Great

Mother are. Accordingly, Thomas appears æ anythi c wri ter who

reinstalls the myth to power by adapt'ing symbolic sexual inver-

sion to her purpose. Differences between Carroll's and Thomas'

treatment of themes thus abound. They a'lso ex'ist at the level of

genre classification.
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I now intend to consider respectìvely the place of Carroll

and rhomas with regards to the fairy-tale world and/or the fantas-

t'ic. Both authors resort to the words',tale,',,'fairy-Èale,,'

"story" to describe their fiction. carroll persistentiy Lrses,

even twenty-five years lat.r,16 the terms,,fairy-lore,, and,,fa.i ry-

land" to designate Alice's Adventures. In addjtion, his prefa-

tory poem to The Looking Glass also names the subsequent narratjve

a "fairy-ta'le" (pp. 173-74). whatever reasons lie behind this

nam'ing, i t i s 'interesti ng that carrol I chooses to cal I thus the

Al i ce books.

As for Thomas, in the ep'igraph to Songsn she makes use of

the word "tale" and she emphas'izes its passage from an orar form

(Harry talking to h'is granddaughters) toawritten one (Songs'is

a written tale). The epigraph to Blown Figures refers to

Isobel's fondness for "fairy-tales" and to the decision of the

"I"-narrator to make for her a (written) story (not read before).

This "not read before" may serve to des'ignate the story as a not-

read-bfore-type-of-fairy-tale. It is in fact my contention that

Thomas' E_l_qyt_tLligg_res- constitutes a very specia'l "form,, of

fairy-tale while Carroll's Alice books are more traditjonal.

in the following pages, I wish to approach the two writers

comparatìve]y, ,, 'ã.e., to determjne the extent to

which the terms "fairy-ta'le" and "fantastic" may apply to thejr

fjctjon and accordjngly the extent to which theg er¡able the read-

er to measure the difference that separates rheir oeuvre and

u I ti mate ly Thomas ' great ori gi nal i ty i n wri ti ng .

l4y first step wil'l be to consider the Aljce books jn terms
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of their relation to the faìry-ta'le and/or the fantastic.
17

K.M. Briggs, in his The Faìr'ies 'in Traditjon and Literature"

denies that the Al'ice books have anything to do wjth fairy-'land.

Qther critics of the genre s'impìy 'ignore Carroll 's writings. At

the onset, it looks as if the Al'ice books therefore have no

po'int in conrnon wjth the fairy-taìe. Rabkin, 'in The Fantastic'

considers them to be the perfect example of Fantasy, a genre whose

primary concern is wjth the fantastic.lS The crjtic defines the

fantastic as a qualìty of astonishment whjch occurs when there

is a diametric reversal of narrative ground rules w'ithjn a text

and when there is a direct contradiction of preva'i'lìng perspec-

tives.19 However, Todorov's descrjption of the Fantast'ic (as a

genre) total'ly exc'ludes any reference to the Al'ice books. Yet,

'it may be'inferred from his study that the fantastic in the Aljce

books would appear as an expression of the marvelous rather than

Fantasy. Considering the discrepancy between Todorov's and

Rabk'in's interpretatìons, and sjnce no point of agreement can be

reached as to the nature of the Alice books, it'is preferabìe

presently to turn to the fairy-ta1e so as to see whether the

morphological propert'ies that define the genre also app'ly to

Carroll u and 'if so, to what exact measure.

According to Propp's morphology of the fairy-tale, a tale

"often attrjbutes identjcal actjons to varjous perSonageS," hence

the possibility of studying a tale "accordjng to the functions
2^

of its dramatis personae." " After consjdering the recurring

functjons of dramatis personae through an impressive list of

taleso Propp sets up a l'ist of possible but limited funct'ìons
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that pertain to th.e fairy-taìe" Not all the functions are

evidenced in the same tale, yet they appear in a certa'in chrono-

i og'i caì order.

First, some sort of initial situation js set to introduce the

hero, hjs sjtuation or status. Then, a member of a famìly ab-

sents himself from home. And an interdiction is addressed to the

hero who violates it. At this pointo the v'illajn makes his

apparition (under multifarious forms: the dragon, the devil, the

bandit, the wìtch, the stepmother). It naturally follows that

the villa'in makes an attempt at hurt'ing or possibìy k'i1'ììng the

hero; eventually, as often is the case, the hero acqu'ires through

a donor,s help a magical agent that will enable hjm to triumph

over the villain when he confronts h'im in a (deadly) combat'

Then, the hero returns home triumphant, whjle the villain ìs

exposed and pun'ished. The tale draws to a close w'ith the hero's

marrjage or reward (accession to the throne, etc.). At th'is

point (a) new element(s) of disruptìon may be 'introduced (for

instance, the bride dies suddenly) in order to start again the

tale. such a process is inherent to The Arabian Nights. Though

th.is generative process'is possible, it does not have to appear

in fairy-ta].r.21

Propp further establishes a primordial d'istinction between two

types of heroes, the "seeker-type" who deliberately goes on a

search and the "vìctim'ized one" who leaves his home because he

has been banished or abandoned. The treatment of each differs

in so far as the seeker hero knows what his goaf is whereas the

vjctimized one falls prey to all sorts of adventures on his way'
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The narrative of the former describes a quest, that of the latter

a domination by fate and wandering.22 This distìnction between

two types of fairy-ta1e heroes proves central to our app'l'ication

of Propp 's model to Carrol I 's and Thomas ' wri ti ngs .

After trying Propp's above fairy-taìe properties on the Alice

books the fol'lowìng remarks can be make: The heroine's situation

is given out either in relatjon to her sister (in Alice's

Adventures) or her pìaying with her pet animaìs (in The Looking

Glass). Then she chooses to go on a journey into Wonderland or

the Looking G'lass world. She is of the seeker-type as the incen-

tive to depart from her sister's watch comes from wìthìn her.

Rabkin states that boredom is what 'initiates Alice's journey.

However correct, thjs statement needs to be ampl'ifÍed by saying

that concomitant to boredom, there is also an interdíctjon. In

other words, if Alice gets bored with sitt'ing by her sister, 'it

is preciseiy because she has been summoned--presumably by over-

shadowing parental authorities--to obey her sister and remain

ni ce'ly seated l'i ke a wel I -behaved ch j I d . If the book her s'i ster

reads is equa'l'ly boring, it js also because it lacks the neces-

sary excitement and amusement that stimulate chjldren's imagina-

tion. Hers indeed is an unexciting iife of submission to

parental authority (whose representative is embodjed in the older

sister)" So that the image of boredom is only one side of the

whole education motif whjch Al'ice not only questions (by refusing

to look at her sister's book) but rejects. Her rejection is thus

a violation of the whole Victorian code of good behaviour. The

"interdiction" does not appear in an overt way; instead it reads
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between the I i nes that descri be Aj i ce 's ennui . Al i ce must stay

with her sister; she must obey her and be a good child. !{elì,
Alice violates the code by simpry abandoning her sister and

I aunching i nto a quest rvhi ch supposedly wì'll bri ng her motì on ,

excitement and freedom, all three facts depressing'ly absent from

her vi ctori an envi ronment . si m'i r ariy, 'i n The Looki ng Gl ass ,

Alice escapes her confinement by crossing a melting mirror. Her

violation of the interdiction is expressed in the fo'lìow.ing

statement: "0h, what fun it'll be, when they see me through

the g'lass in hene, and can't get at me" (p. lg5). Again, the de-

sire to escape adult surveillance is as central to the remajnder

of the narrative as is her curiosity and long.ing for the world

of enchantment. Boredom and tnterdíction are isomorphic elemenrs

i n the Al'ice books .

In Al i ce's Adventures , Al i ce further trespasses her rì ghts

by absorbing food that is not always meant for her (p. 57). In

fact" the curiosity which makes her inquire about what lies be-

hind closed doors or in far away gardens leads her from adventure

to adventure, in which she encounters a few unpleasant figures.

The study of these successive encounters with the mouse (pp.a2 -

43), the caterpiììar (p" 72), the pigeon (pp. 75 - 76), the

Duchess (.p" 84), the March Hare and the Mad Hatter 1p.9a), etc.

leaves the reader with the impression that, to some extent, they

al'l manage to make a fool of Alice, by const anily contradjctìng

her or interruptÍng her. The result is that in each case Alice

apologizes humbly as a very suhmjssive, polite chjld in the face

of such cunning advers'ity that uses'language as a magical dev.ice
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to lure her into difficulty. This forrn of reversal (Alice's

rejection of obedience and her paradoxal submission) is, according

to Propp, essential to the sp'irit of the fairy-tale.23 To a

lessened degree, the creatures of ldonderìand appear therefore aS

a pìura1 form of the villajn figure who constantly confuses or

deceiVes hjs enemy. Among them, the Duchess is a more threaten'ing

one since she suggests chopping off Alice's head (p. 84) and thus

foreshadows the Red Queen's crue'lty. In the lattelis ep'itom'ized

the noti on of vi 1 
'l ai ny.

However, the Queen-as-villain only gets into verbal fights

wi th Al i ce . The conf I i ct between the heroi ne and the v'i I I a'in

(p. '161) eventually reaches a climaX, embodied in Alice's decision

to verbal]y counter-attack the authority of the Queen (p. l6l).

Yet Aljce is not granted total triumph and is more or less pulled

out of the tale, as it were, before things worsen for her. Her

victory is onìy a part'ia1 one and is perfectly in keeping with

the propert'ies of the fairy-tale defined by Propp. In The Look'ing

Glass, Ajice'is finally granted accessjon to the throne and final

victory over the villa'in Re,l Queen in a physical combat that

opposesthem (p. 336). The heroine then returns to her Victorian

world as the dream ends.

Todorov points to the similarity between the fable or the

aìlggs¡y and the fairy-tale in the sense that they aìì testify

to a certain form of learn'ing process developed by the hero jn

Ä¡-
his journey.'t+ Alice has learned to master her fears of author-

itative powers and to speak up for herself. By becom'ing tempor-

arily a queen herself, she is more able to evaluate the Red
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Queen's exaggerated use of power [p ' 342) '

Thìs perspective on Carrolj's tales does not contradict

Rabkins,s analysis of the the fantastic elements in the Alice

books.Infact,Rabkjnhimse]fadmitsthat''oneofthemost

fantast.ic genres is the fairy-tale" wh'ich contains a reversal of

narrative ground rules. He further recognizes, along w'ith Luth'i '

that ',by seeìng danger handled safe'ly and symbol'ically

fch'i I dren' s7 own fears can be mastered ' "25

Nonetheless,RabkinrefusestomakeofA]ice'sAdventuresand

Through the Look'ing Glass a faìry-ta'le on the grounds that "whjle

fairy-taleS use the }Jor]d of Enchantment as their locat.ion, and

are therefore hìgh'ly fantastic, a true Fantasy such as Al'ice con-

tinues to reverse its ground rules time and again." 26 
He

opposestheworldoffairy.taìesasacontrol]edworld--toFan-

tasyìnwh.ichchaosprevailsoverorder.Iwouldliketoc]arìfy

mypos.itjontowardthesecomments.First,whileRabkjnstates

that boredom.is at the source of Fantasy which offers a "vision

of escape ",27 h" ignores the fact that boredom is oniy one side

oftheprobìem.SecondjY,hedeclarestheA]jcebookschaotjc

becauseheonlypaysattentjontothatpartofthenarrativethat

describes the journey. In other words, by simp]y extract'ing from

Carroll.stalesjnthe.irentiretythatpartofthenarrative

whjchspeaksofchaos,hemanagestodemonstratethatatrue

Fantasy,unl.ikefairy-tales,doesnotsubmittoorder"Thisis

to say that he ignores the introductory and conciudjng pages of

both tales which, however few, exist and constitute the beg'innìng

and end of A]ice.s story, namely, Alice's jnitjal status (vs.

hersister)uherbreakingawayfromconventjonsandAlice's
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return to her sister which attests to the final reordering of the

narratiVe universe. After fulfilì'ing, in a dream, her healthy

ìonging for authority and role reversal--a phenomenon known to

all chjld psycho'logìsts 28--rh. becomes more capable of accept'ing

and facing anew the restrictions imposed on her ljfe (and imagin-

atjon) by Victonian education. Her initiation, even ìf ephemera'l,

has turned out to be qu'ite useful .29 The story has its al'legory

and as such quaiìfjes for the title of "fajry-tale."

It is, however, true that the very contents of the journey

itself in Carrol'l 's work offer a chaot'ic varjety wh'ich may pttzzle

the reader of fajry-ta'les habituated to a clearer arrangement of

limjted adventures. And it is on this chaotic djversity within

Alice,s journeys that Rabkjn rests h'is argument. However, the

tales'in totum should not be declared chaot'ic on the grounds

that the journeys ìn them are peop'led wjth chaot'ic, ever-changìng

rules. 0n the contrary, it may be argued that carroll has

arranged carefully Alice's final triumph over the Red Queen at

the end of the second tale.

How then can we account for the existence of constant fì'ip-

flops of rules (j.e., chaos)'in the narrative jf the whole is to

be seen as a fairy-tale, that is, a worjd controlled by an order-

lv arrangerlent of limjted functions? Though he fails to pìnpoint

the nature of the problem, Rabkjn answers the contradjction by

turning Aljce ínto a FantasY.

I wish to propose another answer by examjnjng Aìice's func-

tion as a hero. As I have stated earljer, Alice is a Seeker hero

since she makes the chojce of escaping her sister's watch
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and getting into another world. Yet, as she is transplanted into

the new world of [,londerìand, whose values and ru]es are d'ifferent

(or.opposite), she appears to be temporari'ly pushed from one ad-

venture into another without any reaì control of her destiny.

Her sudden changes of size cause her to get involved in situa-

tions which she cannot dominate. As such then, Aljce is a

victim, that is, a victimized hero, who at times gives.in to

fear and tears. such a type of hero, according to propp's stud-

ies is a toy in the hands of fate, and bounces from mjsfortune

to mjsfortune. The narrative of her wandering is as propp

calIs it, "without searches,"30 thut is chaot.ic. Thus, the

following conciusions can be formulated: the Alice books present

a heroine who starts as a seeker, wanders part'iaì]y as a vjctim

and regains her former status as a seeker-hero.

when Propp analyzes fairy-ta1es he emphasizes the distinc-

tjon between the two types of heroes by saying that "there is no

instance 'in our materìalin which a tale follows both seeker and

victjmized heroes."3l And yet, the Alice books whjch ab'ide by

the properti es of the fajry-ta'le exemp'li fy a s I i ght devi ati on

from the norm. Alice as a seeker heroine succumbs under the

chaos of hJonderland and becomes a victimized heroine. she later

learns how to rega'in confidence. During the lapse of narratjve

(and of time) in which she is the victim, chaos prevails. The

whole "a'lìegory" of the text does not suffer from thìs deviatjon

and remains unchanged. Alice's Adventures and The LookinE Glass

remain fairy-taìes, and at the worst (or best) they are origínal

fairy-ta'les, i.e., touched by a zest of "fantasy,' on the part
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of Carrol l.
Todorov's approach in The Fantastic serves to corroborate

my interpretation. For the fantastic to exist, Todorov pos'its

as a necessity that the character's world "is indeed our wor'ld,

the one we know, a world wjthout devils, syìphides, or vampires

...." ó¿ In such a universe narrated by an I-narrator so as to

facilitate the reader's jdentification wjth the character,

"there occurs an event wh'ich cannot be exp'lained by the laws of

this sarne familiar worl¿."33 The hero then must opt for one of

the two foljowing possibilities: the event is uncanny or marve-

lous. During the lapse of time before the hero makes his choice,

the fantastic arises. Thus, the fantastic ìs primariiy a hesi-

tat'ion, Something Rabk'in also admits and calls "a quality of

astoni shment. "

From these rernarks,it follows that a world peopled by

Carrollian fjgures does not offer the minimum credibì'lìty neces-

sary to the reader to even permit his ident'ificat'ion wjth the

character. Furthermore, the Alice books are not in the I-

narration" In this sense such a work can only connote of the

marvelot/se a variety of whjch, Todorov asserts, is the fa'iry-

tal e. 34

This lengthy exam'ination of the Alice books proves necessary

in order to situate our analysis of Thomas'Blown Figures. I nour

propose to consider this novel in terms of its relation to the

fairy-tale and see if the novel is fa'ithful to the arrangement

of functions required by the genre.

Earljer in this thesis, I have dealt with the sjmjlaritjes in
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characters and scenes hetween the Alice books and Blown Figures'

The iourney motif, the chessgame imagery serve to establish a

definite analogy between the two works in questìon. Isobel is

a nore mature, adult Al'ice who undertakes a search, desp'ite the

fact that her previous iourneys (dep'icted in Mrs. Blood) have

made her aware of the dangers that threaten her'

The omniscient narrator cornments, as she boards the boat:

,,she was going. She had broken away from him" (p. l6). IsobeI

thus appears as a seeker-hero, even though the motifs that push

her into departing are partially concealed to her,since they lie

in the deeper recesses of her unconscious' llhat leads herinto

the journe.y is a "lack" which, as Propp remarks, can be "sometjmes

depi cted qui te vjvi d1y" or wh j ch "sometimes 'is not even

mentìoned verbally."35 The death of the chjId' one finally

gathers from her mental vagarìes, constitutes that 'lack' which

st.imulates a desjre jn her, that of finding "someth'ing." Jason'

as her closest relative, bestows his bless'ing on the heroine'

allowing her to "set off for the struggle," an element that

characterízes the hero's departure from home in the fairy-tale

world.36 The letter Jason asks her to read on the plane confirms

it: ,'I know that the journey you have just begun ìs rìght

andgood--thatthepurposegoesfarbeyondwhatyoumaythjnk
tl

. (pp. l7-18).

Furthermore FS ì n the Al ì ce books , the i nterdi ct'i on appears

ìn an indirectmanner, as l'inked to a code of behaviour' As

Jason,s w'ife and a mother Isobel has twice violated her rights:

in the first case by taking a iover, Richard, and in the second
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case (a consequence of her affair) by letting her ch.ild

what Isobel has ignored and soiled is a certa'in form of

and conformity" The narrator informs us that

dio

mora'li ty

she knew what was wrong, and why, and what to do
about i t She had ki I I ed- the chi I d and then
ignored its corpse¡-blasphemed the ghost-mother by her
actions, her sacriìege, and thought she could get awaywith it (p. t94).

concomitant to the violation of the interd.iction is the

appearance of a new personage, the villain whose role is to
disturb the peace of a family or "to cause some form of misfor-

tune, damage o. hur*." 37 Isobel ceases to l.ive ìn peace after
the loss of her child. The villain pursues her under the form

of demons. As she avows: "I am looking for my dead child--am

not content with the'living unt'ir I have exorcised the dead"

(p. 213). Tormented as she .is by "demons', (p. Zl3), she seeks

an escape from guilt and fear and later a confrontation with

them: "The demons, who had driven Isobel this far, now stood on

the masts and the funnel, on lifeboats and at the entrances to

passageways cackìingu cracking,' (p. 33). Hence Isobel beg.ins

her quest accompanied by her "hateful witches, OBAYlF0, BAyl',

(p" 25), pursued by their tyranny, eventually havìng to oppose

them"

However, Thomas I constant "critical Íntrusíons into the

text, her playing with

pawn,3ft ndi cate

to wander from

Isobel 's

place to

Isobel as a chess player does wjth her

lack of ch.ojce. Accordingiy, she is doomed

place, for an indefinjte lapse of time.
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Aimlessness, directionlessness govern her: "Where was she goìng?

What was she doing here?" (p. 169). Her stay'ing in Dakar or her

stumbling through the fury darkness of the Bamako train station"

[p. 145) have no other raison d'être than that of keepinq the tale

going. And as the "old man" recalIs,

the wandering itself, the generatìve

"A tale- a tale" Let it go and 1et

Let ìt go. Let it come" (p. 169).

what matters perhaps 'i s j ust

creation of endless adventures:

it return . . ..4 story, a story.

Hence, to return to Isobel, her journey appears to an extent

as mere drift'ing. Agaìn, as in Alice's case, the heroine, initìa'lly

a seeker, finds herself jn the position of victim. Yet, despìte

the obstacles set on Isobel's trjp by Thomas in order to distract

her away from her purpose (we must remember Isobel wants to ex-

orcise the dead and confront herself with the chjld) Isobel event-

ualìy reaches the sacred v'il'lage where the exorcìsm is performed

on her. Two different versions of the event are gìven to the,reader

who is freee to'interpret à sa quise. At the end of the fjrst one,

nothjng is left but "blackness before Isobel 's eyes" (p. 5i6) .

After the second one, Isobel takes to the forest (D'iana's universe)

and becomes a witch (p. 525). l^fhatever way the reader looks at jt,

the.result is a form of absence or void. Isobel does not return

to Jason. In this sense, his prediction ("the results of your
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come back

al i zati on.
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the end will be positive for both of us you w'ilì

safe and sound ." [p. i8/) falls short of its actu-

The con¿lusion that can poss'ibly be drawn then'is that Thomas

.is s.impìy not writing a fajry-ta]e since the traditional chrono-

logy of the genre is here comp'ìeteìy disrupted. up to the po'int

when Isobel enters the viìlage the arrangement of events is re-

spected but not later. Thomas then may be writing "someth'ing

else.,, Hov,,ever, and th'is is not to mean that Thomas is indeed

writing a fajry-ta'le, there is one central element to the fairy-

tale which Thomas exp'loits skjifully, ì.e., the vi-llain and

whjch I want to exp'lore for I believe in it lies a possible an-

swer for a description of Blown Figures"

What prevents Isobel, after her exorcism, from regain.ing her

wholeness and returning to the world of normarcy (symbo'lized by

fami'ly life) in an Alice-ljke manner ìs the villain figure who'

asWehaveseen,appearsintheformofwitches,dragons,all

sorts of monsters. The guìlt motif enables us to view the v'illain

as an external expression of jnternal contradictory and v'iolent

subconscìous pressures. As in other fajry-tales, the villa'in is

an unacknow'ledged part of the herou that sometjme destructive

tendency 'in the self which Jung calIs 'the shadow'q isobel tries

to struggìe against the demons that attenpt "to take possession

of her,, 39and the unrol'l'ing narrative of Blown F'igures describes

not her progressive emergence (triumph) over those dark forces

butherprogressiveabsorptionbythem:Isobelisabsorbed

(swallowed by them) to the pojnt that she herself becomes the
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vìlia'in. There are open references at the end of the novel to

this process of negative assimjlation which, according to Propp'

descrìbes the villain: "the v'illain spo'i'ls the crops," "causes

bod.iìy injury" (a chìjd is born with two heads [p.525]) and

uses bew.itchÍng fneans.tr The viIIain also "casts a spelI" on

the village (p" 525) " "makes a threat of cannibalisrn," and de-

clares war" (p. SS5).a0

in traditional fairy-1and, the wjtch (v'illain) turns

have a posit.ive function so far as, ìn the role of guide'

she enables the hero to go the rìght (opposite) way' In

Figures, the w'itch rema'ins antagonist'ic and the herojne puts on

the attributes of the villajn.4l Ironically enough, she does so

by becoming a witch.

What seems striking is that Thomas plays with the trad'itjonal

notion of fairy-tale. She adopts the fairy-tale structure only

to d'ismantle it. Isobel's jnitiation fajìs, her return js made

Ímpossìb'le; chronology and the comfortìng longìng for un'ity and

order are broken. At the literal level, Blown Figures leaves a

gap wìde open, questions unanswered. what happens to Isobel?

Does she di e? Where i s the chi I d? Has he ever ex'i sted? I'las he a

mere pretext? llhat ì s true, real ? Thomas' novel js adeconstruct-

ed fairy-tale. Not onìy does Thomas attack nursery rnymes 0r

fairy-tales by distorting them in the body of her prose, she

also undoes them most sk'i1fu'lly by creat'ing a structural contra-

diction to the principles inherently at work in fairy-tales' The

villain in Blown Figures is both Isobel and her w'itches.

Thomas demonstrates the existence and actuality of

out to

heì per,

Bl own
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chaos in our world by setting her character in a chaotic'

alienating world and also" structuraiìy

.fromtheperspectivesofferedbythefunctionof.dramatis

personae, in the fairy-ta1e genre - she promotes chaos' Thomas

is, after a]1, the w.itch herself , who lures her characters .into

deceptìve acts and plays w'ith them as with pawns. In a hìghly

technocratic world, a fantastic universe that ceaselessìy betrays

(or reversd our expectatìons, in short a post-modernist world,

Blown F.igures a'ims at teachjng a'll the Alices about the imposs'i-

bi I i ty of obta'ini ng easy answers '

Th.ts,jfThomasreferstotheAl.icebooks'inthebodyofher

f.iction under the form of themes and allus'ions, or if she ex-

plo.its the structuye of carroll's tales, 'it is not so much with

thepurposetoimitateastodjfferentjate.IsobelorRacheldo

not submit to order, but rebel against male power"

However, paradox, the essence of jìfe according to Thomas, .is

alsoconta.ined.inherwork.Myabovemythìcaìapproachtorole

reversals in Blown Fjgures or, for that matter, Latakìa, seemìng-

1y offers a contrad'iction to the statement that Thomas' fict'ion

po.ints to chaos. obvjous'ly a myth'ic narrative adopts chaos onìy

as an intermediary stage and ultimately manifests order' The

great "female powers" (Latakja, p' 49) tfrat the Great Mother

prototype encompasses are re-installed in Thomas' last two novels'

Accord.inglY,oneisforcedtoconc]udethatthepathtoorder

(myth) passes by the recogn'itìon of chaos (deconstructed faìry-

tal e ) and consti tutes the author' s del i berate 'paradox ' '

InherintervjewwithDavidArnas-on,Thomasadmitsthe
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necessitytoselectandassìmilateexper.iencesoastoorder.it'

Her longing to reorder our chaotic world 'is successful' She

rejects the orderimposed by the fairy-taìe genre' but accepts

theoneimposedbymyt'h.Howmuchinthedetaj]sofherfìctjon

ìsdone--throughthesuretouchofan'.unconscìousartìstic

1ogic,,-- tO COntribute to the creat'ion of such an epiphany as

Blown Figures must be left to our imagination '



Conclusíon

In th'is thes'is, I have evoked the differences between two

writers, Carroll and Thomas, who, though us'ing many of the same

1 i terary dev'i ces , adopt two vi si ons of wrì t'ing: mai e and femal e .

in the pages that follow and ìn lieu of a conclus'ion, I wish not

onìy to bring together the focal points of Carroll's and Thomas'

works but also, and mostly, to indicate the new, challenging

perspectives this study has enabled me to form.

Even though both Thomas and Carroll concern themselves with

female characters, the particular imprint of the wrjter on his/

her fictjon can be determined. To use Nancy K" lfiller's words,

where "the encod'ing of ... experience in literature fema'ins arq/

onganìsation...of the dom'inant culture," the fiction is mascul'ine.

it is not a un'iversal construct, nor is it feminine.l

In her article on women's writing (resting on Freud's

ana'lys'is of daydreams and fantasies in adults) Mjller defines

what she calls "women's fiction" and states the basic separatìon

between a masculine and ferinine ¡rpde of writing{pp. 40qq).-.Âccor ding to
the psychoanalyst, "unsatisfied wishes are the driving power

behi nd phantas'i es; every separate phantasy contai ns the ful f i I I -

ment of a wish, and irnproves upon unsatisfactory reaìity."

Furthermore,

The impeì1ing wishes vary according to the sex,
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character and circumstances of the creator; they may"".
be di vi ded. . . i nto taro princi pa'l groups . Ei ther they
are ambitious wishes, serving to exalt the person
creating them, or ghey are erotjc. In young women
erotjc wìshes dominate the phantasjes almost exclusively,
for their ambitjon is @ jn their
erotic longings; in yoffi ambjtjous
wishes assert themselves plainìy enough alongside their
erotic desires (emphasis addede p. 40).

Hence, Miller affirms that in masculine fantasies, "coexistence

fi s/ possi ble" between the 'amb'iti ous ' and the 'eroti c' and that

therecan be "a woman in some corner, for whom the dreamer fnaleJ

performs al'l his heroic deeds" (emphas.,is added){p.a0). she further

notes that the hero of male I jterature "'is contjnual'ly exposed

to danger, but we follow his perilous adventures with a sense of

securìty, because we know that at each turn, he wil'l trjumph"

(emphas'is addede p. 40). Needless to add, this comment pinpoìnts the

mot'if of the quest I have refered to in my thes'is. The hero of

male fiction is thus'invulnerable.

In the remainder of her argument, Mjller demonstrates that

fenale fiction also charts the daydreams of an invincible (female)

ego but which differs from the male one in the sense that female

power res'ides in its self-sufficiency; female ambitjous wishes

that become transcribed intowomen's fiction "are contained en-

tirely in theÍr erotic long'ings " (p.' a1).t,rThe fnrportant words in regard

to my thesis are "contained entireìy in" for, precise'ly, they

refer the reader back to the notions of search, circularity,

internaliaationu self-centereôess or self-suffìciency. In fact,

while Miller approaches the prob'lem from a different ang'ìe, jt

is noteworthy to point to the vocabulary she uses to define thjs

male/female dichotomy. If the heroofmale writing undergoes
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perilous adventures but eventual'ly triumphs over externally

imposed difficulties, as is the case ìn the fairy-tale whose quest

structure has been discussed apropos of Carroll, the heroine of

female writìng triumphs by sìmp1y creating within her mìnd a

fantasy of power which, according to Miller, aims at rev'ising "the

social grammar in which women are never defined as subiects: a

fantasy of power that disdains a sexual exchange in r,vhich women can

participate only as obiects of cjrculation " (p. 41).

In other words, the heroines choose to refuse a reality that

does not conform to their (erotíc) ìongings and to focus on the

re-creati on or re-scri pti on of that real 'i ty 'i n thei r fantas j es .

La princesse de Clèves for jnstance renounces the Duc of Nemours

(ne/amours) and his world of maxims to concentrate, at her

country resìdence, on the re-creation --on her own terms and

through fantasy-- of a real'ity she does not wish to accept. In

her nocturnal reveríe, which ãs Miller notes, Mìchel Butor called

"a daydream of fetishistìc sublimation " (p.42), Mme de Cleses demands and

attains 'a something' that is incompatible with what real'ity can

offer. Likewise, Thomas'heroines al I reject the traditional

"happily ever after" of fajry-taìes, the domination of men over their

lives, the masculine code of behaviour for women, in favour of their

own fantasies. Mrs. Blood has an indeterminate number of lovers,

Isobel rejects her marriage, Rache'l denounces Michael's pseudo-

godìiness and she literal'ìy re-writes him, turning him into a

ludicrous broken/ fallen god.
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These elements concerni.nçl the d'ivergence between male/female

impuì ses vs a real i ty whi ch 'is a rnal e-ori ented heri tage have deeper

ramìfications at the level øf tne structure of male/female fiction'

Miller notes that "the ìmplausjble twists of plot so common" jn

women's novels are "a form of ins'istence about the relation of vrctren

to writing: a comment on the stakes of djfference wjthin the

theoretjcal indjfference of ljterature itself " (emphasìs aCded ' p. 44)

These'implausible twists, may I add' correspond to what I have

called the chaos, search, circularity, wanderjngs and fì'ip-flops

of ground rules of Thomas' (and partly Carroll's) fiction. If

the quest leads somewhereu general'ly to a 'return home' (what-

ever the symboljc meaning of'home' can be) the search leads

"el Sewhere ,,' r{.i th the 'el sewhere' f uncti oni ng as an j ndef j n'i te

determi ner.

To apply these remarks to Thomas and Carroll more conciseìy

and to return to the l'imjted field of investigation I have adopted

in my thesis, there'is no doubt that Lewjs Carroll has attempted

to emphasize the impulse to power that operates subl'iminally in

Aljce, namely her fantasy to reverse the hierarchy of Wonderland

and the Looking Glass jn order to "revise the social grammar" in

which women and a fortiori little g'i11s "are never defined as

subjects." blhat CarrolI telIs about is not onìy A'lice's chiIdish

dream of power for the weaku but also her rebellious female day-

dream of overthrowing the maxims and ìanguage that bind the nar-

rat'ive by a logìcal, well defined mascujjne structure and her

longing for another script 'in whjch refusal and chaos abound

(what I call the search).
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However, as I have trled to show in my study of the Alice books,

Carroll is bound in his development of Al'ice's fantasy and out-

burst of freedom and power by a conformity and respect for the

norms, maxims, narrative structure, order and logic of his time

and kind (male). The b'ipo'lar, ambivalent quest/search tend-

encies in carroll's work underlìne the confus'ion that rejgns in

Aljce's varjed Adventures and that puzzles the reader. Precisely,

the word confusion (from the Lat'in cum: with and fúsiõ' from

fundere: to pour) is relevant for ìt indicates the merging

together and the confusion (in its accepted sense), in carroll's

wri tjng, of both tendencjes u the male (fa1ry-ta'le quest) and the

female (search) ones. To say that the Alice books are structur-

aìly an example of 'androgyny' and thus constitute a deviation

from the norm and from proper tradition and writing can on'ly be

seen in the way cnit'ics struggìe to enter the Al'ice books into a

well defined category. For some, like Rabkin, they are a true

Fantasy (so aljke women's w'ild unexpected fantasjesj) for others

they are a f aì ry-tal e , faj thf ul to j ts i nner organi sí ng prì ncj p.ìes.

For an even wj der maj orì ty , they bel ong 'nowhere ' j Accordj nglY '

what may in factsing'te out the Alice books as un'ique ìs perhaps

not Carrolì's games with ìanguage--for others have made simjlar

experiments--but h'is very peculiar penchant for a femaie mode of

writ'ing and converse imprisonment in a male traditional fiterary

code.

Thomas has sensed carrol'l's struggle with the ìnforming

'text' (what Miller calls "the doxa of socialities," p.36) that force-

fully moulds his witing. sheo as a female writer, has made ìt

possible to improve on Carroll's incompìete enterp¡ise by fìrst
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If Alice returns home, obeYingmimìng it, then re-scriPting it'

the narratjve rules of the fairy-tale genre, ìet us not forget

that Isobel "remains elsewhere" (p.525), an interesting phrase

also used by Luce lgaray jn her descrjption of women's writ'ing:

Top.layw.ithmimes.isjs...foraWomantotrytorecover
tñ.'plä.. of her expì oi tati on by 1 anguage , . 

wj thout
;Tìd,ìnõ-nãrself to be s.impty rèduced to'it. It is to
resuUmii herself... to ideas -- notably about. hg"--
elaborated in and through a masculjne logìc, but to
;ú.ìñg-ori', by an effecl of p'layful repetition what was

tó reñaln hidäen: the recovery of a possible operation
oi t¡. femin.ine in language. lt 'is also to unveil the

fact that .if women mìmã só well they are not.s1mply
reabsorbed i n th'is functi on. Tlrey al so remai n

;i;ã;ñ.;é.... (empnasis added) ?

Thomas does not mime carroll. she completes him and her re-

writing of Alice's experience into that of "Isobel" brìngs the

reader more understanding of the revolution accompf ished since

Carrol I 's times.

l¡l.ith thìs æarch for the white Queen through Thomas and car-

roll'S prose, the reader comes to w'ider, more challeng'ing per-

specti ves : namely , the poss.ib.i ] i ty of rel ocati ng , redef .ini ng

fiction according to its l'inear structure (quest) or jts circu-

and furtherinvest'igatÍng tJæ extent to whjch tra-

narrative is losing (or has lost) gnounci {n Èhe

chaot'ic, tidal form that refuses the possibility

of safe return and glory. The "remaining elsewhere" of Isobel

may be what represents the sure mark of a dev'i atj onal narrati ve

thatsurrept'itiouslyimposesitsmodeonmodernwrjting;inthis

regard it would be worth tracìng ìts origin back in literary

tradi t'ion.

1arìty (search)

ditional (male)

face of a more
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Finally, with Thomas, the reader has djscovered the "bypass-

'ing of the dialectics of desire," 3 a peculiarìy femjn'ine act of

victory, a refusal to give ìn to Jason, Rjchard, [v]ichael or for

that matter, Carrol I . Audrey Thomas and Lewi s Carrol I are the

two compìetìng sjdes of the rnirror without which fullness

remai ns unach'ieved.



Appendi x

In this appendix wil'l appear the quotations, allusions, d'iverse

references, scenes borrowed by Thomas from the Aljce books. The

novels wilì appear in the following order: Songs, Blood, Lat. and

B.F. Blown Figures is listed last because it constitutes the most

important 'catalogue' of borrowings. As I have shown in the thjrd

chapter of my thesis, Thomas draws most heavily on carroll for Blown

Figures in order to deconstruct the Alice books. The reader can

judge of the necessity to list these borrowings from their quant-

i tv.

The appendix will be done under the form of a chart. The left
hand column (1) will indicate the pages from Thomas' novels on which

there are borrowings from carroll. The second left hand column

(2) will indicate whether or not we are dealing with a quotation or

an allusion, a reference or an image. A quotation reproduces accur-

ately the passage from Carroll; an allusion approxjmates a quotat.ion,

but some words are changed or omitted. a reference simpìy refers to

a situation or scene in the Alice books; as for the image, it relates

to a similar image used by Carro'll in the Alice books. The two

columns on the right indicate if we are deal'ing with a passage from

Alice in Wonderland (3) or The Looking Glass (4).
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Songs

28 allusion to the
well.

35 imi ta ti on of Flock
Turtle's song . ". 141

145 reference to Alice in
rabbit hole....

207 quotation... .....g9
Blood

1

Novel s

106
I

tfre_gfjo.r-- Wonder- Looking
owinq land Glass

quotation. .. . ....99

reference to the
rabbit hole....

reference to Alice,
March Hare and
pl aying cards

reference to Cheshire Cat
Cat. . .90-91

reference to Ai i ce 'sdebate ....35-36

reference to Camol I
and rhinoceros beetle. ". ".--
reference to Alice
and tlh'ite Rabbi t" . . .

chess game image.

reference to Cheshire
Cat..

reference to Cheshire
Cat..

game i
ru1 es!

epi graph

I9

48

115

727

77 3-7 4

180

Lat.

15

19

20

28 mage (ever-changing
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770

107
i1

chess game image. . . "

reference to Lookinq
Glass world ...:.

B.F.

epi graph reference to Al ice. .

72 reference to the
Pì geon 76-77

86 quotation... ....33

88 quotation.." ....39

89 quotatl'0n.." ."..33

91 quotatr'0n... ....75

92 quotat'ion... ""."36

I24 quotation. .. . . .261

725 quotatìon... ...250

726 al I usion to Wh'ite
Queen and chess game. ....208

728 quotation .....185

729 quotation... ...I75

130 allusion to Alice's
hunger ....180

74I quotation... ....130

742 ff " train journey
image ....2l7ff.

i61 al I us ion to Al i ce's
tears .40-41

163 mi rror image . . .180-81

195 reference to the
I ittle voi ce . . " .220

292 quotation... . "...87
293 allusion to cards .....108
295 quotati on. . . Ll6-Il
2gg quotation... ...:...".242
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I

quotatìon. . . ¿3Y

reference to the dream ..344

300

301

303

305

307

313

314

315

J+J

5JL

363

442

48i

501

502

3UJ

504

quotation.. "..

quotat'ion... ...84

a'llusion to
I uggage . '2I9

possible reference. ......100

allusion to
Fjamjngo.. .....1i1

? ?7 ??Oe¿t 9

34

al I usion to Al i
through Looking

reference to ki
shel f

ce
Glass ...185

tchen
253

allusion
ki tten. "

to Whi te
a 1-
rt J

181

quotat'ion .......99

quotation. . .

quotation... .....33

quotatìon... --...75

allusion to Alice's .ñloneliness .. "....JY

quotation... .."..33

quotation".. " ". ".29
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Ler^ris and Short, "circus'j A Latin Dictionar.v (Oxford: at the Clar-

endon Press, 1975). Also, see the OED, 1933 ed. All further references

are to these'editions.
2 Gurton Bachelard, La@ ( Parìs: P.U.F.,

1960), p. 210.
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" Gilbert Durand, Les structures a!"¡thropo_]oglgues de l'Imagjna'i-_
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Lewi s Carrol I , The Annotated Al i ce : Al i ce 's Adventurles 'in

l,londerland and Throuqh the Lookinq Glass ( Clevqrìand and New York:

The World Publishing Company, 1960). All further references to this

work appear in the text. Quotations from the Alice books come from

this volume. Later cited as Alice.
o' Audrey Thomas, Songs My Motler Taught Me ( Vancouver: Talon

Books, 1973). Later cited as Songs.

i0 , Mrs. Blood ( Vancouver: Talon Books, i970).

Later cited as Blood.

11 , Blown Figures ( Vancouver: Talon Books, I974).



Later cited as B"F.

T2

ii0

, Latakia (Vancouver: Talon Books, I979). Later

cites as Lat. Quotations from Thomas' four novels are followed by page

page numbers in parentheses in the text.
13 Durand, pp. 364-65. The ouroboros, the great symbo'l of the temp-

oral cyc'le, disappears and reappearswtth tne same rhythm as the moon.

It is a symbol of ferti'lìty as well as the terrifying keeper of the

ultimate mystery of time: death. --In Durand, pp. 364-69.

Chapter One

1 S.. the appendìx at the end of the thesis.

IDlq.

3 Th. same can be said of Rabelais' Abbaye de Thélème.
ll- Saussure also uses the chess-game image in his Cours de

I inguistique généra'l e.

" These points are developed by many Caruollian critics, such as

as K. Blake, D. Hudson, J. Pudney and R. Sutherland.
6 *,." Th'is is not to say that Thomas focuses only on women. Her

concern is for the human predicament as well as the condition of
our language, the art of novel writing or the positjon of the artist
in our world.

7 Wh.n I refer to Isobel'in quotatìons marks, I mean to refer
to al I of Thomas' characters at the same time for they ean be seen

as one single character depìcted'in her progression through'lìfe.

Other writers such as Joyce Carol Oats ( Up¡lefle¡_d.)or
Margaret Atwood (fhe Edible Woman) make use of Carroll's Wonderland.

- Mjrcea Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return or Cosmos

and History, trans. from the French by Willard R. Trask (Princeton,

N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1965), pp. 17-18. Bachelard,

Poulet, Rousset also express simjlar views.

10 Even then, Isobel cannot avoid the temporal progression

(expressed by the death of her friend's father, her boyfriend, her
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grandmother) .

11 Although this study is not a Jungian interpretation, it is

of course possìble to connect Isobel's sense of dislocation or sp]it

identjty to Jung's ana'lysis and definit'ion of neurosis as " a state

of being at odds wjth oneself, caused by the conflict between jns-

t.inct.i ve drì ves and the demands of one' s soc'iety , between j nfant'i I e

obstinacy and the desire to conform, between collective and 'indiv-

i dual ob'l ì gati ons . "

--In C.G. Jung, Word and Image, êd. by Aniela Jaffeo Bolì'ingen

Series XCVII:2 ( Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press ' 1979) '

p. ?28. Later c'ited as word. Also, the. contrast between Joseph' the

maleservant'andMrS.B]oodServestoemphas.izethelattercharacter's

sense of broken'ident'ity. Joseph appeals to Mrs' Blood's ìmagìnatl'on

because she can feel his "primitiveness." she consciously notes that

,,He is very superstitious ...and often goes to the market for fant-

astic remedies... and he knows what the dark sìde of life is all

about, and v'iolence appeals to him" ( p' 176) '

12 The di velsearch moti f appears f requent'ly 'in Canadi an fi cti on,

particularly in Margaret Atwood's surfacing. It can be developed

from a Jungian viewpoìnt with regard to the " process of indjvidua-

t j on , " somethi ng I have done w'i th Bl own Fi gures '

13 One recalls that the Wanderer's miserable fate comes as a

consequence of his ignorance that the bountjes of hjs Lord shall not

last and that his Lord shall d'ie. The theme of transience which is

at the heart of Angìo-Saxon Poetry seems to haunt Ms' Thomas as well'

L4 This point is further developed 'in the third chapter'

Thomas undoes our expectation of narrative circularity by introducing

a new element on the last page of the novel: "get rid of it, he
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sajd" ( p"220). This sentence winds up the tale, bring'ing the reader

back to the starting point, but with the knowledge of a new impor-

tant elenent ; instead of viewing the narrator as a victim ( of men

and, in part'icuìar, of Jason) who has lost her child through mis-

carriage, he can comprehend her guilt in the light of a moral fault,

a poss'ible abortion. The concept of guiìt and sin so obviously in-

troduced on the ìast page serves to undermine the reader's belief

in the narrator's story and leads him to a new reading of the novel.

Furthermore, a mythocritical approach 'to the guilt motif in Blood

would confirm my point. The French theoretician of the Imaginary,

Gilbert Durand, points to the namow isomorphism between blood

as a dark water ("1'eq! sombrq") and feminity or "menstrual time,"

all three elements interruelated jn the novel and connected to the

"archétype de la Chute."

--in Durand, pp.93-96.

15 For instance, Blood, lg,relates to Songs, 114.

[5 References to characters of prevÍous novels in B.F. are on

pp. 18-19,27,31" ?I4 and 455.

17 Africa occupies a privileged pìace in the journey motif.

Because the African land appears to the l^lestern consciousness as

swollen with possibilitjes, mystery and primitiveness, it becomes

another metaphor for the water seen as the unconscious. Going through

Africa or divihg into water are one and the same thing: a psycholog-

ical search undertaken to come to terms w'ith one's self.
18 

Thomas herself is the "white Queen" (or the l,lhite Goddess)

who pi ays wi th Al i ce.

19 Lewis Carroll, Alice, p. 216, note l.
2t This cliche of contemporary fiction is also used by Nabokov.
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Lr Alice, p.336, note 1.

,2LL Ibid., p. 172, note 1.

23 In an interview with David Arnason and Wayne Tefs{taped at

St. John's College, University of Manitoba, [,tinnipeg, Canada, Fall

1977), Thomas declared Jung and Carroll to be the two sjdes of the

same thing, an interesting comment in the light of her reference

to both 'in her fiction.
24 Other references to the characters' dislocation are on pp.

29-2I, 22, 23, 25, 29, 32, 33, etc.. ..
)qLr Jung, Psyche and Symbol: A Selection from the Writings of

C.G. Jung, êd. by Violet S. de Laszlo ( New York: Doubleday & Com-

päny, Inc., 1958), p. 295. Later cited as Psyche.

Lv Jung, !,Jord, P. 78,

27 The chi I d mot'if , an 'important aspect of Thomas' wri t1ng can

be analysed from a Jungìan poìnt of view. The child always appear

dismantled or mutilated. The theriomorphic images that designate

it such as the pig (8.F.,287), the kid (8.F.,58,93), the fish

(Blood,191), the bìrd ( Blood,108-09) all point to some djslocat-

ion result'ing from eat'ing (B-]-oog, 108-09, 191), cuttìng (8.F. , 17I)

or breaking (Blood, 59, 66, 217; E-.F., 455).

Jung sees the clearest " manifestatjon of the child-motif in

the therapy of neuroses" aS "the maturation process of personal'ity

...termed the process of jndividuation." When the latter is success-

ful , the chìld-motif can be expressed by " roundness, the circje or

sphere, or e'lse by the quatern'ity or another form of wholeness...

the'self."' In contrast to the archetypoìogist's above ideas,

Thomas' fict'ion witnesses the failure of the child-motif to express

wholeness. Also, the sense of futurity or of the triumph of l'ife
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over darkness wh'ich the child-motif usually features is absent from

Thomas' writing. And because the self seems for ever fragmented,

chaos dominates over order.

--See Jung, Psyche,pp. 722, I28, 727'3I.

28 See Mrs. Blood's discussion with her doctor: "But quite

often the magic or exorcism fails."...."A good fa'ilure. The iuiu

has lost to malevolent spirjts, not to paranoid sch'izophren'ia or

whatever. ". " (emphasis added, p. 93) "

toLJ Jung, Word, p. 78.

30 The distinction is between the acting function and the actor.

31 The reader is Thomas' chess partner (p. 144).

32 Tzvetan Todorov, The Poetics of Prosq ( Ithaca' New York:

Cornell Universjty Press , 7977 ), p. 70.

33 Also Rachel's comnent on p. 30. The writer is a paìnter

in the process of transposing on to the canvas the landscape she

observes. Such a work excludes the possjbility of chronology.
.anr+ This poìnt w'ilI be examjned ín the third chapter, when I

analyse "the fantastic" in the writer's fiction.
ro Ed. by Barbara A. Babcock, in The Reversible l^lorld: Symbol-

ic Inversion in Art and Society (Ithaca and London: Cornell Unjveri-

ty Press, i978), PP. 147-90.

36 Ibid., p. 15i.

37tuid., pp. 154-55.

38 Brrau Jackson, "Deviance as Success: The Double Inversion

of Stigmatised Roles," in Reversible þJorld' p. 274.

39 Furtherdevelopnent to symbo'lic inversion is given in the

third chapter in regard to myth. Also, Blown Figures' chaot'ic

structure can be seen in the disturbance of the linear tìme sequ-
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ence and of the namat'ive circularity, the use of blank spaces,

the col 1 age techn i que , etc. . . .

Chapter Two

1 Th. first quotation comes from Blood, 66. The second one

from Lat. " I7U the third one is from Blood, 85.
?' In particular, The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,

Fi nnegan ' s Wake and Ulysses .

" In Blood-,59. The word "living" can be used both with the

determiners 'the' and 'a'. "To seek a living" is synonymous with

"to earn one's bread," whereas "to seek the ìiving" means " to look

for the one (or those) alive." This deliberate confusìon allows Ms.

Thomas to introduce the word "bread," and possìbly one more pun on

itrisen" since the dough of bread is said to "rise."
4 Robert D. Sutherland, Language and Lew'is Carroll (The Hague,

Paris: Mouton, L970), p. 13. Later cited as Language.
T

' I shall use throughout this chapter the English phonetic

transcript'ion recorded by Danìel Jones in hjs Everyman's English

Pronouncing Dictìonary, êd. by A.C. Gimson ( London: J.M. Dent &

Sons Ltd, 1967)"

"̂ Sutherland, Language, p. i66.
1

' Ibi d.

u Ibid., p. 169.

o' The distinction may also be betweeæ can and may; Ìt can be

a cultural reference on the pepÈ of the,narrator"
1n¡v in fact, the confusion between the child and the goat seem

to have deeper connotations that wjll be studied in the third chapter.

1i Sutherland, Langujlge, p. 775.
1?

unless of course one distorts the spelljng of a word in
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order to reproduce approximately its pronunciatjon; jn this case,

the wrong spelling takes the place of the phonetjc transcriptìon'

13' Linguists do not always use the same terminology to describe

the princ'ipaì Engiish sounds. I have used Daniel Jones' technical

terms, from his Everyman's Engljsh Pronouncing Dictionary.

74 Interview with David Arnason and Wayne Tefs'

15 Sutherland, Language, p. 204. Thomas piays on the same

"shave/save" amb'igu'ity in B.F. ' 532.

16 
The reader can look at Barbara M.H. Strang's analysis

in Modern Engljsh Structure (London: Edward Arnold Publishers Ltd.'

1970 ), pp.54-55. It is important to remember also that some

phonenes are al ready morphemes, 1 i ke "a ' "

17!t The r/1 confusion is indìcative of 'language contact.The

expression is also a biblical reference (emphasis on mortality).
1R

Lat., 20.

19 su*."land deals w'ith th1s aspect of carroll's technique 'in

the chapter entjtled "Qbstacles to communicatjon Presented by the

Utterance Itself," pP. 204-07 in Language'

?o
8.F., 797.

21 ibid., P. 82.
22 Ibid., P. 22"
2?Lr 

The asterisk placed at the beginning of a phrase, word, or

sentence means that these ìinguistic units are not recorded forms of

Engf ish common usage. They may be hypothet'ical forms but are said

not to occur in English. (see B. Strang's definjtion jn Modern

structure, p.55)" It is to be understood in th'is sense in this

chapter.
?4

" Ri ven" is repeated in Blood, 59; the narrator also alludes
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to "Rosie the riveter" ( p. 59).

L¿ In the particular context of the quotat'ion on p.27, one

expects "given" instead of "riven" since the fol'low'ing sentence is

"Take this in remembrance of me."

26 Sutherland, Language, p. 150.

27 However Si¡'therland contends that the reader cannot serìously

be expected "to believe that frumjous contains the sign'ificatjons

of both 'fuming' and 'furious.'.".1t is more likely that most words

occurred to 0arroll spontaneous'ly in their final form." In Lang-

uage, p.150.
28 An interesting compound if one recalls its Biblical namesake.

2S
Sutherl and, Language, p. 188.

30 The reader can find further information on this part'icular

point in the chapter entitled "Les coordonées morphémiques nomìnales.

La description syntaxique et le descripteur sémantiguê," from Jean

Lavádrine's work on Coordonndes morphémiques élémentaires en angla'is

contempora'in ( Paris: H. Champion, 1975).

31 
Quoted by Sutherland in Language, p.27.

32 g.t. , L3z; Brood, 57.

33 S.. Walter Ong's analysis of the funÕtion of the definite art-

iclê, Interfaces ôf the Word: Studjes'in the Evolution of Consc'ioúsness

and Culture (Ithaca and.London: CornellRnjversi.ty Press,1977) , pp.

63-64. ,Harold Pjnter also uses this device. . In facÈ Pinter's techn'ique

of language ìs sìmilar to that of Carroll and Thomas.

?,[.vr 
The phrase employed by Mary ("I want to spend a penny")

is understood euphemistically by her mother as "I want to go to the

tojlet"; however the child on'ly wants "to put the penny'in" and does

not need to go to the bathroom; she p'lays with her mother's un-

derstanding of the expression as a euphemism for going to the toilet.
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The misunderstanding between mother and child puts an end to their
npment "of shared childhood." (Blood, 52). Another instance of

euphemism in the same novel is on p. 83: "you've cursed my paj-

amas . "

35 Blood, 83.
' 36 lbid., p. 66.

37 Sutherland, Language, p. 216.

38 Thomas may have wanted to estabrish a connectìon between

her patient-character and Dante's Beatrice.
39 The passage that most strikingly expresses the character,s

d'isappointment with faìry-tales is in 8.F., 3ZB.

40 8.F., 250, 258-61, 3zg. Blood, 66-67 " 7r" ro4,lz3.
4r My definition of the word "attrjbutes" is that of Sutherland

in Language, p. 102 but it also includes adjectives.
4? Suther'land, Language, p. 176.
L? Ibid., pp. 766-67.

44 Blood,112. Sutherland gives similar instances from Lew.is

Carroll's tales in Language, p. 193.

45 Jean Lavédrine, Cours de linguistique anglaise , given at

the l.Jniversity of Grenoble III, France, 1975-76.
û,6

Songs, p.39.
47' Sutherland, Language, p. 141.
'48 

B I ood, 73 .

49 Sutherland, Language, p. i41.
50 Larejna Rule, Name your Baby (New york: Bantam Books, Inc.,

1966), p. 24"

'hlv¿ Ibid., p. 29.
u' n ice ís clearìy accused by some of the wonderland crearures
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in several instances,'in particular on pp. 33, 76" 109, 114, of

Al i ce's Adventures.

53 Nonetheless, some writers may choose at times to make their

characters abide by the analogue of thel'r prototype. Such is the

case of Hagar in The Stone Angel by Margaret Laurence"
54

Lareina Rule, Nane your Baby, p. i66.

55 Blood, 43-44.

56 Srth..land, Language, p. 213.

57 Ibid., p. 119.

Chapter Three

1' Th'¡s allusion to Kay and Gerda can be traced to H.C.

Andersen's tale "The Snow Queen" jn Hans Christìan Andersen's Fairy

Tales (n.p.:The Hairloom Lìbrary, n.d.) pp. 170-2?6.

' See Eve'lyn J. Hinz, " H'ierogamy versus Wedl ock: Types of

Marriage Plots and their Relationship to Genres of Prose Fiction,"

PMLA, 91, No. 5 (Oct. 76), 908.

" B.F. , 2ro.
t1- Eveiyn J. Hinz and John J. Teunissen, "surfacing: Margaret

Atwood's 'Nymph Compìainìng,"¡ Contemporary Literature XX, 2 (I979),

229.

r" hlilliam Shen¡¡ood Fox, The Mythology of all Races, Vol. 1

( 1964) , p. 186.

6- Andersen, Fairy Tales, pp. 105-42"
7' Fox, Mythology, p. 262.

R' Durand, p. 106.
g' Evelyn J. Hinz, "The Masculine Femjnine Psychology of



American Canadian Prisitivism: Deliverance and Surfacing, "

izo

0ther

Voi ces 0ther Vi ews , êd . by Rob'in hl. [.Ji n ks ( l^lestport and London:

Greenwood Press, 1978) , P. 92.

10 Fox, Mythology, p. I87. Details concernjng Artemis are on

pp.184-85.
11 See pp . !7,203, 354 , 376.
12 Allusion to the-story of the Dutch Boy who plugs the dike.

13 M:ithocr j t'i ci sm prov'ides the reader wì th an understandì ng of
the function of the witch in the human imagination. She js a form of

the fenrne fatale whjch the imagination views either as the black

moon, death, the witch or the "Vamp." Gilbert Durand recounts the

deadly powers of Kal'i , the goddess of death and t'ime, "représentée

vêtue de rouge, portant à ses lèvres un crâne pleìn de sang" or those

of Mousso-koroni who symboljses all that stands in opposition to

Iight: darkness, w'itchcraft. The latter goddess 'is an ìmage of

rébellion,... dásordre,...impureté." Because of her foulness

and unfajthfulness she introduces evil and therefore suffering and

death into the un'iverse. The last pages of Blown F'iqures reveal

such a mythìc figure. Isobel uses human skin to make wjtches'

dresses (p.534), curses Miss Miller to be crushed ( p.535), eats

her victim,s foot (p.540), or goes by the name "SHE EATS GRAND

PEOPLE" (p.5a3 ). Her color is red, wjth a strong assoc'iat'ion

with blood. Durand concludes that blood,"en sa feminjté...est la

première horloge huma'ine, le premier signe humain corrálatif du

drane Iunaire (emphasis added). In Durand, p. 7?2.

14 The exact passage in Andersen's tale'is on p. 139 of Fairy

Tales. Qther references are made ìn Blown Figures to Isobel's

bìeeding feet (pp" 328-31) which echo Andersen's story, pp. 131-32.

15 Purity here does not mean virgin'ity. See Evelyn J. Hinz
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and John J. Teunissen's explanatjon'in "What is the Nymph Complain-

ing for?," ELH, 45 (i978) " 422.

16 Footnote to Al'ice by M. Gardner, pp. 21'-22, note 1.

17 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967), PP. 194-95.

18 Eri c S. Rabki n , The Fantasti c 'in Lrterqlg-re- (Pri nceton :

Princeton University Press, 1977), p. 28.

19 I b'id. , p. 4r.

20 V. Propp, Morphology of the Folk-Tale ( Austin and London:

Unjversity of Texas Press, 1968), p. 20.

2r Ibid., p. sB.

22 Ibi d. , p. 36.

23 Ïbid., p. 30.

?4 Tzvetan Todorov, The FantastÍc (Cleveland/ London: The Press

of Caçe l^lestern Reserve Unjversity, 1973)' p. 54.

25 Rabkin, Fantastic, p. 57.

26 Ibid., p. 37.

27 lb'id., p.42.
28 Games also fulfill this function.

29 When her older sister tells Alice to go in for her tea, Al'ice

obeys immediately. (p. 16?).

30 Propp, Morphology, p.39.

31 Ibid., p. 36.

32 Todorov, The Fantasgg " p. 25.

ll IDlO.

34 ibid., p. 54.

?ÂJr Propp, Morphology, p.35.
36 Ibid., p. 37.

37 I b'id. , p. 27 .

38 Allusions to this can be found in B.F, 140, 141, !42,144.
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rr Propp , Morphol ogy, p . 29 .

40 rbid., pp. 31-34.

47 An element emphasìzed by Propp in Morphology, p" 83. As a

he1 per, see p . 81 .

Concl usi on

1* Nancy K. Miller, "Emphasis Added: Plots and Plaus'ibilitìes

in women's Fiction , " PMLA, vol. 96, No. 1 (January 1981),46.

Her ideas seem to be 'po'litical' vers'ions of Jung, Bachelard, etc.

(animus/anima concept). Further page references from the article

appearin parentheses in the body of the text.
2- Quoted by Miller, p. 38"

-̂ ib'id., p. 39.
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